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Emmittßburg, Md., one in Shanghai,
Sister Catherine Buschman, and one in
Tien-Tsin, Sister Joannes O'Connell.
Another, Sister Geraldine, is in Rio dc
Janeiro, Brazil.
Among the trustees of Trinity College

for women are Judge Daly of New York
and Mr. George Walter Smith of Philadelphia, president of the American
Catholic Historical Society.

At Frongoch, Cardiganshire, Wales,
OFFICERS:
the
lead ore mines are being worked by
President, Right Rev. Monsignor Griffin,
Italians,and a disused Wesleyan chapel,
D. D., Worcester, Mass.
Vice-Presidents: Very Ray. John B. originally built by Cornish miners, is
Barry, Y. G., P. R., Rev. James now used as a Catholic church.
O'Doherty, P. R., Rev. Edward McThe principal production at the BirSweeny, Rev. James Coyle, Rev.
mingham festival in England next OctoThomas Broderick, Rev. Daniel O'Sulber will be the rendering of Cardinal
livan, P. R., Rev. Thomas Smyth.
Treasuries, Rev. John O'Brien.
Newman's " Dream of Gerontius," set
Clerk, Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell.
to music by Mr. Edward Elgar.
Directors: Right Rev. Monsignor Griffin,
A cablegram, received at Lowell,
D. D.; Right Rev. Monsignor Magennis,
P. R.; Rev. John J. Lyons, Rev. Denis Mass., Aug. 29, announced the death of
O'Callaghan, D. D; Rev. John O'Brien, the Rev. Michael O'Brien, permanent
Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell, Rev. William rector of St. Patrick's Church, Lowell,
P. McQuaid, Rev. Denis J. O'Farrell, who was in Ireland on a vacation.
Rev. John M. Mnlcahy.
Managing Director. Rev. John O'Brien.
At the recent general chapter of the
Subscriptions must be paid in advance.
Two Dollars
Five Cents

Yearly Subscription
Single Copies

English Benedictine Congregation, held
at the monastery in Malvern, Father
(iast|iiet was chosen Abbot-President to
succeed the Right Rev. Abbot 0'( iorman.

The cost of subscription may be reduced by paying from two to four years
Notice of the formal appointment of
in advance, as follows:
the Rev. John I. Barrett, secretary to
Two Tears
53.00 Bishop McDonnell, as monsignor, has
?

Three Tears
Four Tears

Club rates:

4.00
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been received at the episcopal residence
in Brooklyn, N. Y.
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It it stated that the late Rev. Father
sixty-five young girls in the Children's
Refuge, only eleven are Catholics, all of Glaab of Washington, D. C., wasselected
whom have made their First Communion to conduct at Rome the preliminaries
and received Confirmation.
that might lead to the ultimate canoniThe Rev. Charles Schmidt, C. SS. R., zation of Mother Seton, who established
of the church of the Most Holy Re- the Sisters of Charity in the United
deemer, New York, died last week. States at Emittsburg, Md. She was a
He was born in Hudson City, N. J., wife, a mother, and a widow before she
Sept. 88, 1849, entered the Redemptorist became a Catholic.
Order in 1807, and was ordained a priest
The new president of the Institute of
May 20, 1875. He celebrated the silver Journalists in England is Mr. A. W.
jubilee of his ordination last May.
A'Beckett,a Catholic. Cardinal Vaughan
The death is announced, at the age of has promised him to preach to the Cathseventy-six years, of Mother Ramunda olic members of the society during the
Cremadell, prioress and provincial of the conference it holds, this month, in l.onorder of the Immaculate Heart of Mary don. Mr. A'Beckett contributes reguin Los Angeles, Cal., who came from larly to Punch. The editor of that well
Spain thirty years ago, and had made known paper is also a Catholic.
five foundations, among them the CatheMother Julia, superior of the Sisters
dral School of Los Angeles.
of Notre Dame

On the Tuesday after his consecration,
Bishop Moeller of Columbus, Ohio, conPrinted rates sent upon application.
ferred tonsure and minor orders on five
General Advertising, 20 cents per line, candidates; the next day, he conferred
agate.
sub-diaconate on three ; on Friday, the
Send money by check, post-office order
diaconate on two, whom he ordained
or registered letter; not in bills.
priests on Sunday.
Send all money and address all commnnications to the
The Very Rev. Dr. /.ahm, C. S. C, is
Review Publishing Co.,
publish before long, if not hindered
to
194 Washington St.,
Boston, Mass. by more important work, an edition of
Dante, with new and valuable notes.
Advertising Manages, Charles E. PutSpecial
opportunity for research in these
nam, 194 Washington St. Boston.
The Queen of Portugal formed at
matters was afforded by Dr. Zahm's
in 1898, a dispensary for childAlcantara,
matter
In
the
Boston
as
second-class
Entered
stay in Italy.
invalids, with diet kitchen, surgical halls,
Post Office, Dec. 1, 1888.
The Rev. Bernardine McCabe, O. F. etc., where, each day, she herself takes
Saturday, Sept. #, 1900. M., of the
church of St. Anthony of part, now in the kitchen distribution,
Padua in New York, died recently of and now in the surgery. Several court
ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
heart trouble at the house of the Francisladies also assist, though the general
in Thompson street after charge is under a religious order. The
can
Fathers
An International Catholic Scholastic
an illness of two weeks. He was born medical supplies, themilk and the vegeCongress is being held in Rome from the in
Ireland in 1838.
tables, are furnished at the Queen's exoth to the 10th of September.
The Rev. Bernard Donnelly, who has pense. In one year, 1,600 babies were
Thirty-kour novices took the black
been pursuing a post-graduate course in treated.
veil at the Institute of the School Sisters
One of the chaplains of the French
canon law at the college of the Propaof Notre Dame in Baltimore, Aug. 22.
ganda' in Rome, has returned to this troops sent to China is the Abb£ Vayron,
The Rev. Paul McAlenney of Meriden, country. He is a native of Stamford, a brother of the general in command,
Conn., has been appointed to succeed Conn., and will be assigned to clerical and a former schoolmate of Monsieur
the late Father Broderick as pastor of duty in the Hartford diocese.
Loubet. In response to the call for
prayer in behalf of the soldiers, 400 men
St Peter's Church, Hartford.
The mother of Prince Maximilian of met in the basilica of the Sacred Heart
The Hungarian parish of St. Eliza- Saxony, priest, bishop and professor of
Montmartre, the rosary was said, a
beth, Cleveland, Ohio, has erected a Canon Law in the University of Fri- at
procession
was made, and at midnight
school which is said to be the first Cath- bourg, Switzerland, is the Infanta Maria
Mass was celebrated, in accordance with
in
school
the
United
Hungarian
olic
Anna of Portugal, a devout Catholic. the special privilege granted the basilica
States.
His relatives on the other side are Prot- by the Holy See.
The devotion of the Forty Hours will estants. It is said that, if he gains
The Rev. Peter Ronan, pastor of
take place, next week, at St. Mary's prominence in the Church, Prince MaxSt.
Peter's Church, Dorchester, is the
bring
together
Church, Randolph, and at the church imilian will do much to
Catholic representative among the inof our Lady of Czenstochowa, South the dissenting religious bodies.
corporators of the National WageBoston.
In reply to a question in Parliament, Earners' Guild, recently started in Bos"
Shortly before his sudden death, the it was announced, the. other day, that
ton. This guild, modelled after a plan
late King Humbert had ratified the the matter of providing Catholic chapthat has been successfully tried in Gernomination of chaplains to the navy, lains on hospital ships or transports many, has for special aim to care for the
which had been without religious ser- returning to England with sick or health of its members, and provide
vices of any kind.
wounded was notforgotten, the military them with the best obtainable medical
The late Mrs. lxiwry of Hilltown, authorities at Cape Town having been care in illness at the bare cost.
County Down, Ireland, who died at the authorized to engage a priest for the
A contemporary remarks, in announcage of about ninety years, had three voyage home if the Catholics invalided ing that Bishop O'Donnell of
Raphoe,
sons in the priesthood and four daugh- on any vessel were numerous enough.
Donegal, Ireland, is having a prayerters nuns. One daughter succeeded
Archbimhoi' O'Connor of Toronto book in the Celtic tongue published for
Eatly O'Hagan as abbess of Newry Conconfirmed ten men in the Central Prison the use of children "Everyone knows
vent.
last month, gave Holy Communion to how carefully the prayer-book is read by
It is stated that there is only one Catholic inmates of the Mercer Reformathe country people. It was once said
tory, and confirmed three, together with that the literature of the country people
American among the Catholic missionaries in China, the Key. Wm. L. six girls from the Children's Refuge. It consisted of the weekly paper and the
Key of Heaven.' However this may
Hornsby, S. ,)., a native of St. Louis, is said that of the .'172 men now in the
be, it is true that the publication of a
Mo. We are able to state authorita- Central Prison, only ninety-five are Cathtively that there are in China twoSisters olics ; of the sixty women in the Mercer, cheap prayer-book in Irish would do a
of Charity who began their vocation at there are fifteen Catholics ; and of the great deal to preserve the language."
Five copies to one address for a year 7.80
Ten copies to one address for a year 13.50
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dc Namur, who will have

charge of Trinity College, Washington,
D. C, is said to be the only woman
decoratetl by King
11. The
decoration was conferred in token of the
community's contribution to civilization
in Africa. In 1894 the Notre Dame Sisters opened, at the request of King l.eopold, free schools in the Congo State,
Central Africa, and a school at Zambezi,
South Africa, four years later.
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After a careful canvass and investigation of affairs throughout
the Island of Cuba, GovernorGeneral Wood arrived in Havana last Sunday. The
Lord Roberts issued a proclamatll'ect of his tour has been excellent. Wherever he
Lord Roberts
tion this week making the Transhas been he has found good order prevailing, and the
Annexes the South vaal henceforth a part of the
for the greater part empty. The reconstruction
African Republic. dominions of her Majesty Queen jails
of the country is slow, but much is being achieved.
as
if
"Bobs"
Victoria. This looks
Nowhere has he seen evidences of suffering from hunconsidered the war over ami was proceeding to enjoy
ger. The health of the United States troops at all
the fruits of victory. Whether or not the Boers will
points is good. The political situation still retards
meekly submit to this summary way of tlepriving
the investment of foreign capital, but the public
them of national existence is a question not yet deschool system is steadily expanding, with the probacided. It was reported by the Associated Press, on the
Ist inst., that Presidents Kruger and .Steyn were pre- bility that at an -early date places will be found for
250,000 children.
paring for llight. (The Associated Press, by the way,
During the absence of (ieneral
as if assured of final British victory and the relegation
Sanguilly
Wood from Havana, Manuel San?f Kruger and Steyn to obscurity, now refer to these
Not Successful. guilly, director of the Institute,
two worthies as "Mr." Kruger and "Mr." Steyn.)
ordered that the Dominican friars
Guerilla fighting, at which the Boers are adepts, will be shut
of that part of the university building
out
undoubtedly continue for a long period, even allowing
which they had occupied tor 300 years. He contended
that no further open opposition to British arms is that, although
the Spanish
had seizetl
offered ; and this despite the proclamation of Lord only a part of the universitygovernment
building, nevertheless
Roberts. That the Boers have sympathizers in Cape
all the building, including the part left to the DominiTown has been a well known fact during the war. The
cans, was by right government property. He caused
majority of the colonists there are kith and kin of the
the doors to be shut on the friars without any legal
men on the firing line in the Transvaal. When the
formality, (ieneral Wood has ordered that the friars
communication regarding Roberts' proclamation was
be immediately re-instated, and says that if the uniread in the Assembly in Cape Town it was received
versity has any legal claim upon their quarters it will
with prolonged cheering by the ministerialists, but
have to prove it in the courts.
the opposition preserved an ominous silence.
General Maximo Gomez has deGoD
mez eclines.
clined to accept the nomination
The person who can read the daily
him by the national party
offered
after
papers
day
day
The
on the ChiChinese Question. nese question and arrive at any to the Cuban constitutional convention. He says he
logical conclusion from the mass has always kept out of politics and does not wish to
of statements and mis-statements therein is certainly enter now. The national party did not join with the
above the average in intelligence and mental acumen. other parties in a telegram sent to PresidentMcKinley,
To the American the part that our country is to asking that the clause referring to the future relations
assume in the situation is of course of paramount in- between the United States and Cuba in the order callterest. The course of our government seems to be the ing the constitutional convention be modified. The
withdrawal of American troops from Pekin. Proposals parties which did sign the despatch call the nationalto have the troops of all the other nations also with- ists unpatriotic. The nationalistsreply in substance
draw therefrom, have, it is understood, been made by that they trust the Americans, but that if the I'nited
our government to the powers. Disbelieved that within States' government should finally say that Cuba must
a week this question will be decided by the powers in accept a protectorate, they would refuse to assist in
the affirmative, and when it is settled the next steps drawing up the constitution.
It is reported from Paris that suito l>e taken, according to authorities in Washington,
will be to restore the Chinese government and bring Suicide of French cides are becoming of shocking
Soldiers.
frequency among the common
the peace envoys of all the nations and China to the
soldiers in the French army. The
point of negotiating terms of permanent peace and
the guarantee of payment of such indemnities as will insupportable treatment to which they are subjected,
be asked by the respective powers. Several of the ami the general brutalizing condition of life which
powers have, it is said, already assured the state de- they are compelled tluring three years to lead, however much they may loathe it, are cited as reasons for
partment that they do not propose to demand an exthis epidemic of self-destruction. Recently, three suifrom
for
indemnity
China
cessive ami unreasonable
fhe recent outrages. Compensation for the expenses cides having occurred in one week in a singleregiment,
of the relief movement probably will be asked in most the colonel issued an order of the day declaring that
eases. Germany is likely to cause the greatest trouble suicides would henceforth be treated as deserters, and
that no military honors would be rendered them at
in settlement, because of her serious claims for reparation for the murder of her ambassador. It may be their funeral. No man, it concludes, who is a real panecessary to establish an international board of finance triot will commit suicide. There is not one word conte see that the indemnitiesare paid, and to make some cerning the non-commisßioned officers whose brutal
changes in the fiscal system of the Chinese empire. treatment is asserted to be the direct cause of these
Whatever is done in this direction, however, will be suicides.
It is rumored that Colombia will
nominally under the authority of the Chinese governA Possible Quarrel very soon call Venezuela to acment, and, like the international board of control in
in South America. count for permitting rebels, in
Greece, will not interfere with the political sovereignty
the late insurrection against the
of the country.
Colombian government, to organize in Venezuelan
Down in Bar Harbor, which just territory and cross the line into Colombia. This rumor
at present is entertaining the is strengthened by the recent purchase by the ColomA Boer Flag
in Bar Harbor. officers and men of the British bian government of the "Atlantic," the famous yacht
naval squadron, an incident oc- of the late Jay Gould, and its conversion into an
furred last Wednesday which must have rather horri- armed cruiser. The diplomatic representatives of
fied a large number of the rich residents. This was both Venezuela and Colombia refuse to give any inthe sudden appearance of a Boer flag upon the lawn of formation if, indeed, there be any to give ?on this
a prominent non-resident, flaunted directly in the face subject. Colombia is reputed to have 00,000 soldiers,
of the incoming British ships. The shore was lined most of whom have seen service in the late rebellion.
with people, when it was seen that a large Boer ban- Together with the 40,000 rebels who might be exner, about fifteen by ten feet, had been raised upon a pected to take up arms for their country, now that
high pole on the lawn of Edward Van Ness, a wealthy the rebellion is over, the country would have an army
New Yorker,who occupies a cottage in Albert Mea«lo».
of 100,000 men. Venezuela's army does not exceed
The lawn upon which the Hag was displayed is 5,000.
The field-day of the Springfield
directly iv front of the anchorage of the British lleet,
Catholic
diocesan Catholic temperance soand the pole was some sixty feet long, so that the
Total Abstainers cieties, held in Holyoke last
banner had a higher elevation than any other disMonday (Labor Day) was a proat Holyoke.
played. Great excitement, we are told, followed upon
nounced success. The number of
Ultimately,
riot
this discovery, and almost a
ensued.
despite the protests of Mr. Van Ness, the offending visitors in Holyoke is set down as 10,000, and it is
Hag was torn down by the chairman of Bar Harbor's probable the attendance was even larger than that.
board of selectmen, and iguominiously carted to the At the park where the athletic events took place more
than 26,000 people were present. The trains and cars
lock-up.
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as they arrived were met at the railroad station by
delegations from the Holyoke temperance societies,
and the guests of the occasion were received in the
mayor's office at the City Hall. St. Jerome's Hall on
Maple street was the center of much activity in the
early morning. Many of the societies in the list were
absent or arrived too late to take part in the parade,
but as it was, there were about 1,500 men in the line.
Most of the business houses in the line of march decorated in honor of the total abstainers.
A Dublin newspaper, the Irish

Hard Times Ahead People, asserts that a famine as
in Ireland.
dire as that of 1840 47, which

sent to this country the first
Irish emigration, is now impending in Ireland.
Corn and potato crops have been destroyed, the
potato by the rot, as in those years. The paper says :
" This is not alarmism ;we hope for the best. But if
the weather improves not we shall have a winter iii
Ireland, or at least in some of the poorer districts of
Ireland, more terrible than any since that hideous
time which was foreshadowed by the black mists which
rose over the ' gardens of the country people in the
early autumn of 1840."
There is some chance that an
Father Philipps amicable adjustment of the
May Avert a Strike. mine labor troubles at Hazelton, Pa., will be arrived at.
The Key. Edward S. Philipps, pastor of St. Gabriels'
Church of that place, who has been working so strenuously to bring about a peaceful settlement of affairs
between the miners and their employers has, as we go
to press, induced the nationalorganizer of the miners'
union, Mr. Courtright, and the former district organizer, Thomas Duffy, to make some effort to bring about
a conference with the operators of the Hazelton
region. These men expressed themselves as being
hopeful of bringing about an amicablesettlement.
The ratifications of the agreements ami treaties
resulting from the Peace Conference were formally
placed in the foreign othce archives at The Hague last
Tuesday. The Minister of Foreign Affairs, Dr. W. H.
Dc Beaufort, in a brief speech, expressed the hope
that the future historian will be able to declare that
the work of the Conference was of lasting benefit to
humanity, and proposed that an expression of this
hope be conveyed to the Tsar. A telegram in this
sense was subsequently despatched to St. Petersburg.
Direct telegraphic communication between the
I'nited States and Germany was opened last Saturday
through the new German cable, in conjunction with
the Commercial Cable Co.'s system from New York to
Fayal and thence to Emden, Germany. Messages
were on that dayexchanged between the German Emperor and President McKinley.
The Boston police are making an effort to enforcethe
law relating to the closing of stores on Sundays. The
law allows a storekeeperto sell milk and newspapers,
and bakers who bake their own bread are allowed to
do business at prescribed hours in the day. The man
who sells newspapers is also allowed to sell cigars aad
tobacco, but he must not sell soda.
In his annual address the commander-in-chief of
the Grand Army of the Republic urged that the date
of Memorial Day be changed from May MO to the last
Sunday in May. The members present at the convention, however, did not agree with him.
At the Catholic Congress in Rome, last Tuesday,
Bishop Burkeof Albany, N. V., spoke of the enormous
great

'

strides with which Catholicism was advancing in the
United States, and of the perfect concord existing
among American Catholics.
A steamer captain who arrived last week in New
York brought the information that the Boer prisoners

at St. Helena are kindly treated but strictly guarded.
But little news of these prisoners appears in print.
The plague at Glasgow seems to increase. Early
this week there were thirteen cases and 108 under observation. It is reported that two cases have been

discovered in London.
The twenty-fourth anniversary of the accession
to the throne of the Ottoman empire of Sultan Abdul
Hamid 11. was celebrated at Constantinople, last

Saturday.

The total number of persons receiving relief in
India at present, in consequence of the plague and
famine, is 4,8iH,000.
Thirteen persons were killed and more than thirty
injured in a railroad accident at Hatfield,
Pa., last
Sunday.
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abundantly furnished iv
Catliolic schools. Catholic children should be found in
Catholic schools. Parents who fail to send them are
not led by the spirit of the Church, and make their
Honesty Needed All Around.
own offspring the innocent victims of wilful neglect."
"honesty
Quoting from some source the opinion that
is the one idea that must be drummed into the Porto
*Education
* » Necessary.
A
Genuine
Catholic
It
pertinently
comments "
Ricans," the Mimitor very
The Aye Muriu in its latest issue gives this sound adis a good idea to drum into any body of human beings.
vice
to parents : "As the opening of the new school
quality
Honesty is just as admirable and desirable a
in the Americans sent to govern the Porto Ricans year draws nearer, it may be well to remind Catholics
of the claims of their parish suhools, their Catholic
as it is in the Porto Ricans themselves."
»
»
colleges and academies. It requires the combined
*
The Advertised Missionaries.
influence of the Church, the Christian home and the
"The secular daily papers," says the Michigan CathChristian school to train the youth in the way they
olic, "contain lists of Protestant missionaries, their should go, so many and so persuasive are the allurewives and children, who are escaping from China. ments that invite them into other paths. Constantly
One would think that there was not a Catholic priest and in a hundred new ways experience enforces upon
or Sister out there. But there they are in thousands, parents the lesson that the best inheritance they can
and there they remain like true followers of Christ, possibly leave their children is a genuinely Catholic
fulfilling their duties, while the carpet-bagging evan- education."
gelists are on the run from danger."
* * *
Keep Your Eye on What Your Boy Reads.
»
*
The Carmelite Review sees in the so-called " boys'
*
The Mistakes of "Bobs."
a
to
American youth. " Many of
English generals are beginning to tire of the old paper " danger our
our esteemed contemporary,
formula "I regret to state," in their despatches from these publications," says
"are
out
brought
by
enterprising
frauds who know
the Transvaal. Now they simply call any reverse they
the weakness of our youth. Parents should
may suffer "a mistake," and, as the saying is, let it go too well
at that. The JHlot makes this observation, which is be upon their guard. Let them scan the carefully
worded and attractive little half-inch advertisement
very apropos : "Owing to 'some mistake,' as Lord
therein, which is warranted.to coax every stray dime
Roberts calls it, two companies of the Liverpool Regiment were ambuscaded on Aug. 24, and lost 15 killed, from their boy's (or girl's?) pockets. One paper com64 wounded, and .'!:( captured. The mistake was not ing to our notice is organizing a secret' society for
boys which that journal says is fascinating to a boy'
made by the Boers."
and one that does not interfere with a boy's relig?
*
*
ious training.' The devil's weapons are legion. PaInstances of Bad Taste or Worse.
The absurdity and bad taste of Catholic societies rents should not be caught sleeping."
,
that hold entertainments and social functions inconsistent with their Catholicity, with the purpose for The Divorce Evil.
"The fearful seriousness of the divorce cancer,"
which they were organized and with the name they
bear, ig thus happily depicted by the Midland Review : says the CathoKc Telegraph, "is again emphasized by
"The calk-walk seems a fashionable feature at Virginia the publication of the report of the state of Ohio.
Catholic entertainments this season. We may at According to this report there were filed, during the
least hope mock marriages shall not become popular. year ending June :iO, 1900,8,457 suits for divorce, as
It is sad enough to contemplate the confraternity of against 7,446 in the previous year an increase of 1,-012. Of these applications, 3,878 were granted for
the Holy Ghost engaged in a cake-walk."
divorce as against.'!,2l7 during the previous year ?an
?
»
»
increase of 661; 1,000 applications were refused, and
Friars'
The
Title-Deeds.
The Catholic Standard and Times asserts that it is the on July 1, 1000, 3,519 applications were still pending.
Reports from Chicago show that during the
religious orders and the secular clergy who have made
the Philippines. "No other conquerors," says our ,first six months of the current year there were issued
contemporary, " ever accomplished such wonderful 9,340 marriage licenses, while duriDg the same period
for divorce
about one dithings as they. Not by the sword or the hypnotism of there were filed 1,912 suits
to
five marriages! These are terrible conditions."
vorce
they
bring
people
pale
terror did
these
into the
of
»
civilizationand the fold of Christ, but by the gentle
* »
The
of It.
Misery
the
love
St.
humanity
charity
arts of
and
and
of
Speaking of the young men who come to this counFrancis and St. Loyola. These are their title-deeds
try to better their condition, the Pittsburg Catholic
and they are imprescriptible and irrefragable."
ious and secular education so

:

. .
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'

?

. .

.

?

?

?

:

?
?
»
Mixing Business With Religion.

Some have blamed the missionaries and some have
blamed the powers for the Chinese trouble. Perhaps
Dr. Lowrey, quoted by the tree-man's Journal, has arrived at the most probable conclusion. He says
"Many have been indiscreet in foolishly violating the
native ideals of everyday life and not yielding to the
Chinese in matters of little importance. Others," he
says, " have engaged in business along with their missionary work,and being successful through their superior knowledge of trade and western habits, have
aroused the ire of the native merchants."

:

»

»

*

Another Hood Catholic Work.
The San Francisco Monitor tells of the establishment
in its city of the " Mercy Clinic," a public charity
undertaken by a number of Catholic ladies. " The
object of the institution," says our contemporary, " is
to furnish free medical treatment and nursing for indigent sufferers. As far as its benefactions are concerned, it is absolutely non-sectarian. All worthy applicants for aid will be received,regardless of questions
of race, creed or color. The society will have the services of some of San Francisco's foremost physicians.
It is a work that merits and shoultl receive substantial
encouragement at the hands of the charitable, of all

classes."

?

*
The Catholic School for the Catholic Child.
religion,"
says the CatliolicUni" When the sense of
verse, " takes stronger hold upon non-Catholics, and
when they become more convinced of the evil results
of the present system, there will be a union of the
forces that believe in religious schools. When that
day comes, and it is sure to come, Catholics will have
justice, and the whole American people will have immeasurably better schools, because God will be enthroned in them. Until that day comes, it is the duty
as well as the privilege of Catholics to establish and
support their own schools. No Catholic who realizes
his duty can afford to patronize non-Catholic schools
and deprive his children of the blessings of the relig*

makes these thoughtful remarks " A bright young
man died recently in one of our city hospitals. He
'eft a good home in Ireland, where he was needed and
where his future was secured, to come to this country,
He thought to better his condition, but found it an
uphill task. He had received a superior education
but had to undertake menial positions, sacrificing even
self-respect for a maintenance. Discouraged, he literally flung his life away, and fills an early grave. There
are too many instances of this kind. Far better for
many of our good people in Ireland, having an assurance of a living, to remain at home than come to these
shores only to find that it was thefalsest enchantment
that allured them to self-expatriation."

»

*
A Word to Thin-skinned Catholics.
There are some Catholics so extremely thin-skinned
as to be scandalized and shocked if a Catholic paper
discussing a Catholic question is compelled to suggest,
or even allows its correspondents to suggest, remedies
for certain defects in the Catholic body. This class of
people would have us all the time mutually admiring
one another and so contemplative of our own perfection as to be unmindful of the fact that the devil
is always on thealert for new ways in which to weaken
the power of God's kingdom on earth. Every independent Catholic paper in the country has to deal
with such timid Catholics, who imagine that the man
who sees a fault in the Catholic body and tries to
remedy it is a traitor, an A. P. A. The Rkvikw has
its own experience in this matter, ami so it may well
echo the words of the Catholic Citizen of Milwaukee
"This journal is not published to edify the A. P. A., or
any other enemies of the Church. We think 'the vindicatory epoch in Catholic American history is past.
We may now profitably discuss, freely and fully, our
own social and religious conditions, and if, in such
discussions, facts and opinions come out that indicate
we Catholics are not living up to our principles in
some things, that we are not as temperate as we might
be, that we are neglecting work we ought to do, etc.,
etc., let us not be afraid. This sort of discussion always does good and the greatest saints, like Bernard
#

:

'

;
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and Ignatius, were not held back by any qualms about

edification, from telling the truth to their co-religionists in their age."

»

* *
Evil Means Never Justified.
That there weresome Catholics mixed up in the recent
great streetcar strike in St. Lours was, of course, only
natural. A quotation we made from the Western Watchman, at the time, gave testimony to the good behavior
of the Catholic men thus involved during that trying
period. The Revieiv of St. Louis had, however, these remarks last week, apropos of boycotts, strikes, etc.
" The recent street-car strike has been to us, for one,
an astounding revelation of the ignorance existing
among Catholics with regard to the obligations of the
moral law, and the deadening of conscience that can
result from prejudice ami violence. Many of those
whom we had considered our best and most conscientious people seemed to think that the natural law and
the ten commandments were entirely suspended during the strike. The pulpit and the press have a solemn
duty to perform here to teach the people that sound
morals will never, never allow a man or a woman to do
evil in order that good may follow."

:

?

?

?

?

A New " Oxford Movement."
According to the Monitor and New Era, of London,
the recruits to the Catholic Church from the ranks of
Anglicanism of late years, especially the number of
clerical converts, would almost suggest a new " Oxford
movement." " Scarcely a month passes," says our
contemporary, " but we hear rumor or confirmation
of an important gain to the Church fiom this direction. These are not conversions of sentiment or interest. They are conversions of conviction. The men
who are leaving the state church are not her sentimentalists or self-seekers indeed, as regards the
latter aspect, they have everything to lose, from a
worldly point of view, in leaving their own communion ; for Uie loss of livelihood and friends are almost invariable concomitants of such departures.
These men seek Catholicity with seeing eyes. Scholars
and thinkers, conviction impels them to seek the truth
and cling to it at whatever cost. Great work will be
done for the Catholic Church in England in the future
by such triedand well-equipped spirits."
?

»

»

*
An Era of Absurd Fiction.
In a recent issue the Casket,referring to the tendency
of the times, had this to say " The modern craze for
strange and startling things is displaying itself in
more ways than one. We are accustomed to the eccentricities shown by the public in quest of amusement;
but such eccentricities are assuming new phases
day. People laugh nowadays at the blood-curdling
ghost stories which delighted bygone generations ; but
it seems sometimesas though modern literature were
wandering back into the region of the weirdand fanciful. If the men anil women of the next generation
do not find their heads filled with superstitious fancies
more absurd, if more scientific, than those which were
popular long ago, it will certainly not be because the
writers of today are not doing their best to implant
such ideas and excite such morbid tastes. The leading magazines are, many of them, printing fiction
more wild and more obviously impossible |han ever
Munchausen dreamedof. The mystic lore of theOrientals has been drawn upon the vagaries of scientific
experiment enlarged upon and exaggeratetl ; and, on
the whole, we are in for an era of absurd fiction which
the days of spooks and fairies never coultl equal."

:

;

?

?

?

Scared"?
Father O'Keilly, Lawrence, in Our Parish Calendar,
asks "Have you noticed how very much interested
the press of the country has become in the question
of Catholic organization ! We are advised that it is
not a wise thing to organize. The good of religion,
etc., forbids it. How much we are loved! Oh, yes!
Even our Catholic press has been trying for the last
Why

" So

:

two months to explain what the Right Rev. Bishop of
Trenton did mean and did not mean. The bugaboo,
a Catholic party, scares them all
the enfant terrible.
Call it federation, please, and say that it does not
mean a Catholic party, and thus you may bamboozle
the public for a while. No, no, gentlemen, you are
starting wrong. Be honest. What we want is organization of the Catholic manhood of the country give
it any name you like and get to work in harmony,
anil let the public, politicians and all, know just what
we want, that we are going to have it or know the
reason why. Leave no room for false accusations to
be made and not answered. We have the same interest as all other citizens in the purely political questions of the day. On these questions, divide as we
may, because they are debatable
questions, but on
the question of morality, education, religious rights,
the family, etc., we have a duty to perform and a
guide to direct us. Loyalty to party is only temporary loyalty to moral principles should be eternal."
?

;

;
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stead of motives of revenge, Almighty (iod would in- after work several minutes before the men. The wages
spire everybody with thoughts of concord and peace. are high : the boys earning a minimum of o.o<"> francs
Let us begin at home in our native land, no longer per day, the women, 5.27 francs, and the men, 5.40
On page 14 we print, this week, a list of those who giving the astute
Chinese cause to laugh, as they do francs. The highest wages are 0.25 francs per day.
subscribed to the fund for the entertainment of the laugh, at the divisions among Christians. Let us pray Moreover, the pay is regular and the employment perCuban teachers while among us. Enough has not yet
manent ; help is given in case of sickness ; increased
that all may be one, and so God's kingdom come.
been subscribed to meet all the bills. There is still a
pay is assured to the heads of large families ; and
chance for a few more public-spirited Catholics to Cardinal Newman's Mottoes.
Sunday rest is religiously observed." It is not a little
Mr. Wilfrid Wanl has given us, in a recent number curious to observe the
contribute towards the work.
cautious manner in which Mr.
of the Fortnightly Review, a valuable addition to the
Scaife
refers
Monsieur
Harmel's well known, model
Key.
to
Dr. Tracy's correction of
Don't fail to read the
accumulation of essays, brochures and monographs, weaving factory as said to exist up in the country."
"
the Herald's misstatements about Chinese Roman
that as yet stand to us in place of a complete It is a famous establishment to which Mr. Scaife only
Catholics which we print this week on page 9. Dr. biography of
Cardinal Newman. Mr. Ward's paper gives credit that is justly due. We sincerely wish that
Tracy's learned and crushing reply came to us after
deals with the illustrious prelate's two mottoes, one
such an example of business uprightness and just dealour own editorial on the same subject had been made.
of them chosen by Ihim when he received the car- ing could be preached far and wide through our owa
print)
The Herald's editorial comments (which we also
dinal's hat in 1879: "Cor ad cor loquitur," or "Heart
on Dr. Tracy's letter are decidedly disingenuous, the speaketh to heart"; the other, as the inscription for land, and followed at least in all Catholic factories,

EditoralNotes.

last sentence being little short of insulting.

his grave : "Er umbris ct imaginibu* in rerilaUin," or
Skvkkai. Cambridge ladies keepers of boarding" From shadows and images into truth." Mr. Ward
houses wherein the Cuban teachers stayed while they holds that Newman's special philosophical teaching,
or
was the very
attended Harvard University? have made very un- " his distinctive discovery doctrine,"
of the agnostic position. He realized and
reverse
in
the
visitors
complimentary remarks about their
taught an absolute personality behind all figures and
public press. It seems that there are a few people types; a spirit vital though invisible behind visible
left in the University City who failed to take advan- images a great truth behind shadows. By the visitage of the Cubans' presence among them to learn ble means, man's unseen spirit communes with God
unseen, and heart speaks to heart.
good manners or good taste.
" The personal love of Christ, visible alike in an
According to our announcement on page 8 it will be
Augustine, a Loyola, a Fe'nelon, the simplicity and
seen that Dr. Spalding, while regularly employed as
freedom with which they walk in tho theological
is
able
Boston
College,
clothing which to an outsider seems so entangling
lecturer in English literature at
and elaborate, are a practical witness that the dogfor
year
a
during
portion
of the
to make engagements
matic .system is in fact what it pretends to be, an
his public lectures upon noted authors. In the proinstrument whereby an unchangeable God, of infinite
motion of intelligent Catholic interests, it would be an
simplicity, has ever communicated, in the changing
excellent thing if all reading circles and Uterary soanil complex conditions of human history, with finite
could
arman. It is like the intinitety complex machinery of a
institutions,
cieties, as well as educational
pipe organ, which may yet play toa child the simplest
praise
high
range to hear these courses of lectures. The
niylody."
bestowed upon them wherever they have been given,
A Contrast.
does not exaggeratetheir real worth.
Dr. Ashmore, in writing on the anti-Christian moveThe British Arehaologieal Association held its fiftyment in China, asserts that " while the Chinese disseventh annual congress in Leicester, England, last liked any and all Christians, they positively hatetl
month. Among the interesting places visited was Romanism, not so much for its doctrines, which, in
Ulvescroft Priory, founded in 1134 by Robert Bossu, truth, the Chinese cared little about, one way or the
second Earl of Leicester, for " Friars Eremites." We other, but for its political intermeddling, and its tendare told that this priory received such high testimony ing to denationalize the Chinese and put them
from the commissioners of Thomas Cromwell in 1536 under French protection." It strikes us as a very
that it secured a brief respite from the king's greed, singular coincidence that theChurch which the Chinese
but in L 539 the prior and canons said Mass there for positively hate, the doctrines of which they care little
the last time, and signed ite transfer (!) to the king. about, is, nevertheless, the Church that is mother to
His servants
Now the priory is a farm the building, once sacred the martyrs. Our Lord foretold that
?

;

;

to religious uses, is given over to cattle and fowls ;

.

"while the nave of the once beautiful monastic church
is filled with stacks, and the chancel is a dung hill."
Such was the work of the so-called Reformation.

It is singular to read in a first-class English paper,
and that paper the ISpectatoi-, that " a strong king in
has, in fact, almost the powers of an
Italy
American president, and he holds them for life."
Moreover, it goes on to say that "the trend of the age
is not against kings, but Jaineant kings and figurehead kings are now possible only in states where the
people can not only rule themselves, but rule themselves successfully." Is this meant to imply that
Great Britain has figure-heads for rulers? The Bp»Ha-

. .

tor also declares that " in England, Germany, France,

there may occur a 'riot' or aa 'emeute,' or a 'manifestation,' but insurrection is absent, even from the popular thought." We would like to ask how long this
peaceful state of things has been in existence ?
Lkt us imagine for a moment,?let us console ourselves, in the midst of the present Chinese horrors,
with so glorious a dream,? that all the workers, everywhere, who are devoted to missionary labors, were
under the wise sway of Pope Leo ; that they were
going forth, to China or anywhere, with one rule of
faith
tremendous zeal and the astonishing

; that the

money from so many variously named societies were surging forth in one combined, vast, magnierror and darkness before it as

sums of

ficent flood,

sweeping,

should be hated, calumniated, persecuted and slain.
Dr. Ashmore coolly passes by this note of the true
Church. It is a marvel how men calling themselves
Christians can speak unkindly, just now, of those who
by hundreds, if not thousands, are shedding their
blood for Jesus Christ. On the whole, however, a
kindlier spirit seems to be ruling the non-Catholic
press in more ways than one since the massacres
began. In what contrast to Dr. Ashmore's lines are
these from the Living Church (Episcopalian)

:

?

No news has as yet been received from the 3,000
native Christians who have been herded, during these

"

two months, in the French cathedral, and it is feared
that the sufferings of the Europeans within the legation walls were but trivial compared with what must
havebeen undergone by these natives. Truly, Chinese
character can not be wholly devoid of good when
Chinese native Christians can in this way suffer for
their faith and yet remain true to their Lord and
Saviour."

workshops and the like. One other feature of French
Catholicity we have sometimes wished could be introduced in our factory towns. That man would be
crowned with an undying glory of the noblest sort,
who would bring to this country, or who could himself
inaugurate here, the " Little Sisters of the Working
People,"whose convent home would be among the factories, their chapel open to the laborers, their time
given to their service, night and day ; the Sisters going
in and out among the looms, bringing cold water to
the thirsty, comforting the weary, strengthening the
tempted and the despairing, and by their very presence preventing blasphemy, evil speaking, and wrongdoing. To found or to carry on such systematic aid
for the working man as is the case with Monsieur

Harmel, or the "Little Sisters" in France, is a far
build tine houses, own large
estates, and become millionaires. We commend these
few thoughts to our men of large means and of farreaching influence for good or for ill.
greater thing than to

THE RESPONSIBILITY AND DANGER OF RICHES.
"The danger of riches?" we think we hear some
ambitious worldling exclaim, " I do not think there is
any danger in being rich. At any rate, I'd like to try

the experiment with a million, or even with a few
hundred thousand. As for responsibility, 1 suppose
the chief responsibility lies in adopting the best
means for securing one's pile and not frittering it
away." Alas ! this is the spirit of the world, and, sad
to say, it is too often the spirit of many who profess
not to be mere worldlings, but Christians members
of the Church.
In fact, the mad folly of the pursuit of riches seems
to possess the minds and hearts of the great mass of
the people. They live as if temporal happiness the
gratification of ambition, of pride, of luxury and selfindulgence were the great object of existence. Theoretically, indeed, some may acknowledge the immortality of the soul and the importance of being prepared
for a future life, but they really live as if this world
were all. If they can only secure a competence of this
world's goods they think they will be supremely happy,
whereas the whole history of the world proves that
there could not be a greater mistake. Riches do not
necessarily bring happiness and content. On the
contrary, they often bring misery and unhappiness.
But Christians profess to begoverned by the Christian
?

?

?

law. To the law, then, and to the testimony. What
says the great Master Himself on this subject? A rich
young man came to Him on one occasion, and asked
what he should do to inherit eternal life. He oame
TO BETTER THE CONDITION OF THE WORKERS. professing to be very good and to have kept all the
In these times of far too frequent collision between commandments, and our Ix>rd, doubtless to test his
told him, if he wished to be perfect, to go
employers and employed, of far too frequent strikes sincerity,
antl
sell
all
that he had antl give to the poor, and come
surely
suffering,
and
of
too
only
an
and consequent
and
follow Him and he should have treasures in
dealing
of
a
lack
of
on
the
just
complaint
to be credited
heaven. That was too much ; the young man went
one part anil of an imprudent opposition on the other,
and away very sad, for he had great possessions. He
on
Work
Mr.
article
from
Scaife's
"
a quotation
showed that notwithstanding all his professions his
Wages in France" in this month's borum is very suitis
said
heart was in his riches. Then Jesus said to His disciweaving
factory
"A
model
He
remarks
able.
by
ples,
Harniel,
owned
Monsieur
thecountry,
" Amen, I say to you, that a rich man shall hardly
in
up
to exist
enter
starting
promoting
in
and
into the kingdom of heaven. And again, I say to
active
very
has
been
who
you, it is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of
Here
some
employed
are
organizations.
labor
Catholic
in well ventilated rooms, a needle than for a rich man to enter into the king:>OO men, women and boys,
dom of heaven."
with protection not only from the dangers of contact
between
To us, we confess, there is nothing more awful in the
the
with the machinery, but also from contact
whole
range of theNew Testament teachings than tliat
doors,
sexes. The males and females enter by different
solemn
declaration of our Lord. It seems to us that
in separaterooms, and the women are dismissed

the sun drives off the shades of night. What then?
Indeed, the kingdom of God would come. This is
what, already, Pope Leo has discerned in possible approach over the tempest-tossed sea of human and
?iabolical passion in the far-01l East. He has issued
a call to prayer, and has expressed the hope that in- work

-?*>«?
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it should frighten every soul that is conscious of devotion to riches for riches' sake.
Well does the wise man exclaim : " Labor not to be
rich, but set bounds to thy prudence." And St. Paul,
in his letter to Timothy, declares that having food and
raiment we should therewith be content. " For," he
adds, " they that will become rich fall into temptation
and into the snare of the devil, and into many unprofitable and hurtful desires which drown men in destruction and perdition." They that will become rich ;
that is, they that make it the chief motive the great
business of their lives?to become rich. It is the motive the chief desire of the heart that vitiates or
sanctifies the conduct of the Christian. Contentment
is a great virtue, inculcated by our religion, and it is
?

?

?

the source of true happiness in the Christian life. "Be
content with such things as you have," says the
apostle. He does not mean, of course, to inculcate
idleness or slothfulness in business. On the contrary,
he expressly enjoins upon the disciples not to be
slothful in business but fervent in spirit, serving the

Lord.
The true Christian is industrious, prudent, economical and charitable, and if God prospers him in business he is thankful and realizes his responsibility to
use his means, not for mere selfish gratification, but
for the honor and glory of God and the good of his
fellow creatures.
Alas, for the mere worldling ! Alas, for the careless,
godless, selfish millionaire and the multimillionaire!
What an awful responsibility rests upon them, and
how little the great majority of them seem to realize
it. Their ambitionincreases with the increase of their
wealth. They seem to be absorbed with an intense
desire to pile their accumulations mountain high till
they can overtop all competitors, and then?they die
antl make no sign. Well may such men take warning
from the lesson which our Lord gives us in that awful
account of Dives and Lazarus. But the lesson is not
designed for millionaires alone, but for all of us for
all who are conscious that their hearts are set more
upon the gaining of riches than upon the securing of
the salvation of their souls. " What will it profit a
man if he gain the whole world and lose his own soul?"
?
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bow himself AND APPEAR TO WORSHIP THE CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISMABYPROTHESLANGI.
PAGAN DEITY," etc. Nor does it say that " a tacit
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.
consent was given to the deception." Neither was
CVI.
the bowing necessarily an act of worship; he bowed
Dr. Hodges, having reversed the actual history of
simply to allow the king to lean on him. We find this indulgences, and having ascribed to their developed
explanatory foot-note in our Bible :
form an unworthiness of motive which was certainly
?

"What the prophet allowed was not au outward
not prevailing, inasmuch as the abrogation of venal
conformity to an idolatrous worship, but only a serabuses by the Council of Trent has left the commonly
vice which, by his office, he owed to his master, who,
accepted theory of indulgences unchanged, next,
on all public occasions, leaned on him, so that his
proceeds to distort both theory and practice out of
bowing down when his master bowed himself down
ali recognition.
was not in effect adoring the idols nor was it so understood by the standers-by, since he publicly professed
Of course so long as indulgences were a remission of
himself a worshiper of the only true and living (Sod.
canonical penance, public, as in antiquity, or more or
It was no more than doing a civil office to the King,
less private, as in the earlier Middle Ages, a mitigation
his master, whose leaning on him according to custom
of them was a mitigation of the punishment of particuobliged Naaman to bend himself at the same time the
lar sins, in favor of"the contrite and absolved." But
King bowed in adoration."
Naaman simply asks the prophet's permission to when these severer penances bad virtually passed away
accompany his master, and support him, according to in the Church, thenceforward the faithful, if truly recustom, when he should go for adoration to the temple pentant, and absolved of eternal pain, yet looked forof the pagan god. In the previous verse he said that ward, before reception into paradise, to a greater or
he would not adore any other than the true God. less amount of expiatory suffering hereafter. Their
He even arranged to take with him earth enough with consolation was, as Dante says, that, more or less, "it
which to erect an altar on which he should publicly could not last beyond the great day." Moreover, they
worship the God of Israel. There is, therefore, no hoped that Christ, in view of the intercessions of His
reason to suppose that he practiced " deception." Church, and in view of His own merits, and of the deAt any rate, the outward act of idolatry, even rivative merits of His saints, would lessen or remove
when the sentiments of the mind and heart are even these transitory pains.
In this spiritual sphere.it is plain, the sharp distincChristian, is always a sin, and is never allowed on
any account by the Church. The question here is tion could not well be maintained that was observed
what does the Church allow, and not the meaning of on earth between sin and sin or between penance and
penance. Even Dante's poetical conception knows
what is at best an uncertain passage of Scripture.
The Herald's third reason for its pagan ideas is a only seven circles of purgatory, and this, although not
contradicted by the Church, is not supported by her,
historical one.
as it does not rest upon revelation. Thenceforward
It is, we believe, a matter of history that many
years ago those who represented the missionary
remissions of sentence against this or that individual
efforts of the Koman Catholic Church in China were
sin naturally passed into a remission of the sentence
desirous of having the universal worship of ancestors
of future temporal punishment against forgiven sin in
tolerated in those who became converts to the faith.
general.
Because there was reason for believing that if this
This obliterationof regard to specific sins and speciconcession was made it would be possible to generally displace Buddhism and Confucianism by Chrisfic punishments was promoted by the fact that the
tianity."
earliest, or almost the earliest, indulgences of the later
As usual, the Herald gives us in this historicalincident form, the crusading indulgences, were one and all
part truth and part error. The Jesuit missionaries, plenary. Thenceforward indulgences in the form of a
who, for one hundred years, advocated that step, did remission of purgatorial pains for particular sins, if
so precisely for the reason that what the Herald calls they ever existed at all, seemed to have passed into
" the universal worship of ancestors " was not worship utter oblivion. I am not aware of any evidence that
properly sptaking at all, but rather demonstrations of they ever existed at all. It seems certain that long
filial devotion. The whole controversy turned on this before Luther such a thing was unknown. The theses
point, namely, Were the prostrations and sacrifices of Tetzel, a few of the chief of which are given by
which the Chinese offered their ancestors acts of relig- Janssen, imply indulgences precisely as we know them
ion, or mere acts of filial affection or becoming acts of today, and four centuries earlier again we find them in
patriotism ? All agreed that if they were religious the present form. It is clear, from the action of the
acts oracts of worship properly so-called, they must be Council of Trent, that it has no thought of changing
forbidden. But even in this case, wherein good ami either the form or tenor of indulgences, but merely of
intelligent men held that there was no idolatry, the clearing away the abuses that bad settled upon them.
Church, to guard against possible abuse or misunderYetDean Hodges tells us that Tetzel came into his
standing, forbade the missionaries to allow their confield of operations " provided with a complete assortverts to practice the rites in question. Yet this inment of indulgences, priced by a judicious tariff, so
cident in the history of Chinese missionaries is one of much for theft, so much for falsehood, so much for
the Herald's proofs that distinguished Chinese converts murder." What a strange confusion this appears to
" are advised to continue their ordinary mode of life be,
two utterly
things, indulgences

:

"

The Rev. Dr. Tracy, diocesandirector of the Association for the Propagation of the Faith, asked the Herald
last week for the grounds of its declaration that distinguished Chinese Catholic converts "are advised to
continue their ordinary modeof life AND WORSHIP."
Thursday the Herald gave three reasons for its declaration. Its first reason is RUMOR. " It is a matter of
common belief among old residents in China," says
the Herald. Is it true that there is such a " common
belief? We don't know. The Herald cffers no evidence of the existence of such a belief. No one who
pretended to be, we will not say friendly, but simply
fair, to the Catholic Church would circulate a rumor so
damaging to its reputation and to its moral principles,
between
different
unless on indubitable evidence. In this case the and worship." To any unbiased mintl it proves just
and absolutionsfrom reserved sins !
Herald, although it has twice deliberately written on the contrary. It is astonishing how the Herald will
We know that there are certain scandalous sins
the matter, offers us not even a scintilla of evidence. get the wrong end of things when there is a possibly
from which, except in extremis, a common con" It is more or less a matter of common belief" is all wrong end in sight.
fessor can not absolve.
There are others from
it condescends to say.
The history of the controversy on"The Chinese which even the ordinary
can not absolve,
reason
a Scriptural one.
The Herald's next
is
The Rites" may be read
pretty fully in the sixth volume
Herald does not deign to quote the Scripture narrative, of Parsons'
Studies in Church History." This his"
but, in its own free and easy way, it summarizes the
tory, by the way, ought to be in the Herald's sanctum.
case as follows
Its historical and educational worth should be and
" When the captain of the King of Syria asked perdoubtless would be of great value. Let its "intellimission of the prophet of Got!, when hr went with
gent" Catholic friends "chip in" and present the
his master to the house of Kiramon, to bow himself
work. In the meantime the Herald owes an apology
AND APPEAR TO WORSHIP THE PAGAN
DEITY THAT HIS SOVEREIGN WORSHIPED,
to its Catholic readers for circulating without rhyme
A TACIT CONSENT WAS GIVEN TO HIS DEor reason mere rumors so damaging to the reputation
CEPTION, because it was doubtless believed that on
of the Catholic Church. Will it make such an apolthe whole the best results would in this way be seHerald,
cured. We imagine," goes on the
" that the ogy? We shall see. For ourselves, we are free to
confess what we have often said, that in our opinion
polity of Elisha (it means Eliseus) was adopted by
the Herald does not care a thraneen whether it does
the Roman Catholic bishop of Pekin for a similar
justice or injustice to the Catholic Church. The evireason."
dence on which it made and reiterated the above
The trouble with the Herald's quotation is that it is charges is of such a flimsy
character that it would not
not true. The Scriptures do not say that the captain be accepted even in a Somerville police court to
settle
"to the ownership of a lame, cock-eyed yellow dog.
asked permission of the prophet of God

:

?

..

.

but only the Holy See, either immediately,
through its Grand Penitentiary, or by delegation
to the bishop. Formerly, it would seem, direct resort
to Rome was more commonly obligatory than now.
The journey thither was then toilsome, costly and
dangerous. When the offender reached Rome he was
absolved freely, but had to procure in the papal chancery, at high fees, according to the flagrancy of the

?fl'ence, a certificate of absolution for the better assurance of his home confessor. Rome did not account

it her business to make the wav of the enormous offender easy, although then doubtless, as now, a proTably poor man could sue in forma pauperis.
Now it seems not at all improbable that Albert of
Magdeburg may have procured from the Pope the
power of absolving in papally reserved cases, with the
right of sub delegation. Although Leo \. was not a
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pagan in belief, as some will have it, yet nobody pretends that he administered the Church in a very lofty

spirit, like that of his lamented successor. If Tetzel
was a subdelegate in reserved cases, of course he would
handle them as brutally and venally as he handled
indulgences. Yet the two matters were essentially distinct. Reserved absolutions are a part of the sacrament of Penance. Indulgences are not in any way
sacramental, and are only available on the foundation
of the previous sacramental absolution. That a true
penitent, absolved by a priest with jurisdiction, is
validly absolved, is a point of faith. That a particular
indulgence, even though worthily procured, is certainly valid, is not a point of faith, as the great Cardinal reminds us, although of course no good Catholic
will lightly presume invalidity.
Now it is plain that an abuse of absolution to venal

Sunday, Sept. 9.
Fourteenth Sunday after Pentecost. Epistle, Galatians V., 16 24 ; gospel, St. Matthew VI., 24-88. In the
epistle the apostle contrasts the works of the flesh
and the fruits of the Spirit. " I say, then," repeats
St. Paul, " walk in the Spirit, and you shall not fulfil
the lusts of the flesh." To walk in the Spirit is to live
according to the dictates of the Holy Ghost. St. Paul
often contrasts the flesh and the Spirit. But in no
case does he use Spirit for the intellectual faculties of
human nature as distinguished from the animal
faculties. The Spirit simply means the supernatural
power of the Spirit of God upon the human heart
By " the flesh " is meant desire, either of the physical
appetites, as gluttony or sensuality ; or of irascible
ends is a much greater sin than even an abuse of infeeling, as envy, malice, or resentment ; or of the
dulgences, for it is a sacrilegious contempt of a chief
rational appetite, as the desire of fame or distinction.
sacrament. I am *not trying to make out matters
All these desires St. Paul expresses by one word, "the
better for Tetzel, but worse. Yet if this blundering
flesh,"
and he so designates them because for the
confusion has been perpetrated by Dr. Hodges, it is a
most part they arise from our animal nature. " And
great pity, for it gives us a curiously compounded
you shall not fulfil the lusts of the Hesh," repeats the
monster, a phantom all the more horrifying for its
apostle. It is to be noted that he does not say that
emptiness.
we shall not feel the desires of the flesh, for this is
A drollinstance occurred within Cardinal Newman's
impossible in our present condition ; only that we shall
remembrance of the hoplessness of trying to get some
not fulfil them, that is, yield to them, gratify or inpeople (not Dr. Hodges, I am sure) out of their indulge them, either by internal consent or outward act.
veterate persuasion that the Church of Rome sells
By living according to the dictate of the Spirit of God
pardon of sins for money. At the time of the
all this will be easy of accomplishment. We shall
Metcalf-Swinton controversy in Boston, Professor
possess the virtue of charity, which is simply love of
Fisher of Vale, in the Congregationalist, indignantly
God. We must not expect to acquire so great a
denounced this monstrous calumny, for which his
treasure without effort, labor, or constant and
reward was to be covertly described as no good Protpersistent striving, " for the flesh lusteth against
estant. Yet a clergyman of the church of England,
the Spirit, and jthe Spirit against the flesh for
who had taken a run over to Belgium, on his return
these are contrary one to another." The Hesh dewrote a letter to the limes, which actually published
sires what is pleasant and agreeable, the Spirit what is
it, declaring that in nooks and corners Rome still offers
holy ; the flesh desires what is carnal, earthly and
pardon of sin for Bale, suiting the tariff to the greattemporal, the Spirit what is spiritual, celestial and
ness of the sin. The man's good faith seems to have
eternal. These desires and longings are so opposed
eqnailed his stupidity, for he gave the place and the
frequently we can not do all we would unless by
church. Inquiry was made and the tariff'of sins turned that
of the Spirit of God. St. Paul adds: "If
power
the
out to be a tariffof charges for chairs in different parts
you are led by the Spirit, you are not under the law,"
of the church. It may seem strange that an Eoglish
because you do of your own accord what the law preclergyman should have been so ignorant of French
We are above the law in the sense that if all
as to make such a blunder, but very probably the list scribes.
was drawn up in Flemish. The fact was undisputed Christians walked by the Spirit of God and all manand public. Dr. Hodges renews the blunder, but kind were Christians, laws would be unnecessary. To
throws it back nearly four centuries.
guard against deception?for every one claims he has
It may be asked how much I know about the matter
the Holy Ghost and is governed by the promptings of
anyhow whether I have read Mr. Henry C. Lea's
the Holy Spirit?St. Paul gives us certain signs by
exhaustive work. No, I have not. At my age such a
work is not only exhaustive, but exhausting. Labor which we can tell without danger or error whether we
has some correspondence to aim, and all the popular walk by the Spirit or are under the dominion of the
Protestant writers on indulgences that I have met flesh. "The works of the flesh," he assures us, " are
thus far, Dr. Hodges included, have been so shallow manifest which are fornication, uncleanness, immodand futile, that to plunge into Mr. Lea's ponderous
idolatry, witchcraft, enmities, contenlearning on their account seems 100 much like loading esty, luxury,
wrath, quarrels, dissensions, sects,
sparrow.
emulations,
a
But
1
have
read
tions,
up a cannon to shoot
through (twice) Bendel's thorough little work ; the envy, murder, drunkenness, revellings and such like."
works of Lcpicier, Dr. Lee of England, Wetzer and Idolatry and witchcraft were, of course, very common
Welte, Lehmkuhl, Tanquerey, Bellarmine, besides
sins in St. Paul's day, and it was more necessary then
many more casual treatises or essays. Surely this
caution people against them. The
ought to be artillery enough for such antagonists as I than it is today to
let
sects
anybody
However,
Greek
word
for
"is heresies. It is worthy of
"
have had to meet hitherto.
prove that Tetzel applied a tariff of sins to indulgences, attention thatSt. Paul classes the motives that prompt
which, as we know do not go by sins, but by periods, men to set up parties against the Church of God
and I will own up. I almost wish that somebody among the works of the flesh, and that those who do
might, for it is rather tiresome to suppose you have
only a these works can not inherit the kingdom of (iod. St.
an opponent and to be always finding
Paul speaks of the works of the flesh and the fruits of
shadow.
However, Dr. Hodges will in time come into a better the Spirit, among the latter of which are charity, joy,
light. His estimate of the Counter-reformation and peace, patience, modesty and chastity. Charity emof the Jesuits, is in a high measure just and generous. braces all charity is the guardian of all virtue charI am sorry to say that before we reach it, we have ity the true love of God, is our adequate protection
still to go through some very unpleasant quagmires of against the works of the flesh.
unintelligence and misrepresentation. This unhappy flonday, Sept. 10.
fact springs out of that fundamental misconception of
St. Nicholas Tolentino.
the Dean on which the editors of the Kkvikw have Tuesday, Sept. 11.
the
already remarked, namely, his assumption that
Fourth Day of the Octave of the Nativity of the
reCounter-reformation was not only a great moral
Blessed Virgin.
vival, but lifted the Catholic Church off her former
Sept. 12.
Wednesday,
j
thing of
doctrinal basis, and made a reaUy different
of the Octave.
Day
Fifth
thoroughly
her. In fact, ifsettled the Church more
Thursday, Sept. 13.
on her old foun.lations. Some think that Trent has
but
Sixth Day of the Octave.
leeway,
not allowed the Church sufficient ease of
howshows
Sept. 14.
be
made
can
Friday,
the fact that such a criticism
far the Counter-reformation was from changing the
Exaltation of the Sacred Cross.
Saturday, Sept. 15.
identity of doctrine.
n Stakbcck.
k ? arrK
Chabiks C.
Octave of the Nativity.
Andover, Mass.

;

;

;
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Sunday.
After the adorable name of Jesus, that name which
is above all others, before which every knee must
bend, in heaven, on earth, and in hell, there is another name very dear to all Christians, and most
worthy of veneration and love and confidence. That
name is Mary.
Stately and tall, September's gorgeous blooms
Light up the garden-glooms, as bright stars light
the sky.
Stately and tall, a fairer flower than they,
Oueen of them all, my Lady standeth by.
Heeds she their loveliness? or, pure heart fixt else-

where,

Doth she Invisible Loveliness glorify?
Monday.
The great St. Bernard declares that the holy name
of Mary has never been invoked in vain. Whoever
you may be, just or sinner, lift up your eyes towards
Mary. Invoke her name in all the circumstances of
your life, at all times, in all places. Call upon her in
life and at the moment of death.
Stately and tall, still the September blooms
Light up the garden-glooms, whether she heed
or no;

And wondrous fair my Lady standeth there,
Queen of us all, because God made her so.
Heeds she our lowliness? Ah '. pure heart fixt on God.
All that God loves, thou lovest here below.

Tuesday.
Mary was theradiant morning star which announced
the coming of the Sun of justice. Through her the
darkness has been dissipated, while on earth men of
good will are established in grace and truth. O Mary!
thy nativity has been for the whole world a message
of joy and gladness.
Look now into the face that unto Christ
Hath most resemblance; for its brightness truly
Is able to prepare thee to see Christ.
Wednesday.
Each of us has his guardian angel and patron saintBut we have also the Virgin Mother as our patron and
advocate. In her quality of Mother of God, she enjoys near her divineSon in heaven all the prerogatives
attached to her sublime dignity. With the Archangel
Gabriel we salute thee : Hail, full of grace !
Behold, she seemed on earth to dwell,
But hid in light, alone she sat
Beneath the throne ineffable,
Chanting her clear Magnificat.
Thursday.
The Virgin Mother of God accomplished the emancipation of women. In primitive times, in the age of
chivalry, in modern days, the best men have seen in
her the highest type of womanhood, and have honored all women in proportion as they approached her
in grace, sweetness, humility, fortitude and wisdom.
She stood she shrank not. Slowly fell
Adown the cross the atoning blood.

;

In agony ineffable
She offered still His own to God.

Friday.

Hail, O holy Cross, worthy tree, whose precious
wood bore the Treasure of the world ! O Cross, wood
triumphant over the world, true safety, hail! Among
woods, none such for leaf, flower, bud.
touched her hand and the fever left her."
" HeOh,
blessed touch of the Man Divine !
So beautiful then to arise and serve Him,
When the fever is gone from your life and mine.

It may be the fever of restless serving,
With heart all thirsty for love and praise,
And eyes all aching and strained with yearning
Toward self-set goals in the future days ;
Or it may be a fever of spirit anguish,
Some tempest of sorrow, that does not down,
Till the cross at last is in meekness lifted,
And the head stoops low for the thorny crown
Or it may be a fever of pain and anger,
When the wounded spirit is hard to bear,
And only the Lord can draw forth the arrows
Left carelessly, cruelly rankling there.
Saturday.
One of the most important of the
devotional subjects proper to the Madonna is the Mourning Mother,
the Mater Dolorosa, in which her character is that of
the mother of the crucified Redeemer, the mother of
the atoning Sacrifice, the queen of martyrs, the

;

woman whose bosom was pierced with

a sharp sword,

and to whom the Catholic Christians address their
prayers as consoler of the afflicted, because she had
tasted of the bitterest of all earthly sorrow?the pang
of the agonized mother for the loss of her child.
No pang of His her bosom spared ;
She felt in Him its several power.
But she in heart His priesthood shared
She offered sacrifice that hour.

;
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tions is gained or attirmed by apt and well-rendered quotations. In fact, Dr. Spalding's style and manner of delivery are a very important factor in the instruction
On Tuesday, Aug. 28, the Rev. Michael O'Brien, conveyed by his lectures. He is thoroughly in earnest,?
permanent rector of St. Patrick's Church, Lowell, clothes himself, as it were, in his theme; and while utMass., and an incorporator of the Rkvikw Publish- terly eschewing any attempt at oratorical effect, is completely absorbed in the desire to set forth the beauty or
ing
Company, died in Ireland, where he was the true conception of his subject in its various bearvisiting, after a trip to Italy and to France, ings, and to communicate his own feelings to his hearers.
having also been presented to Pope Leo XIII. in With such qualities as these, Dr. Spalding is rendering
invaluable assistance to the cause of Catholic education."
Rome. Father O'Brien was the oldest clergyman of
Owing to his regular college duties for a great part
any religious denomination in Lowell, where he was
of the year, Dr. Spalding can take but a limited numpreceded in St. Patrick's Church by his uncles, Fathers
of engagements. The month before Christmas
Timothy and John O'Brien. He was born May 1, ber
the months before and after Easter are particuand
1825, in Ireland, studied at Killaloe and All Hallows'
larly
devoted to this public work. Only engagements
College, Dublin, came to New York to devote himself
either
for
course are desired ; single lectures are occato the American mission, and was ordained by Bishop
sionally
given
by special arrangement. For terms and
Timon of Buffalo, Feb. 17, 1849. From June, 1867, until
may be addressed at Milton, Mass.
the
lecturer
dates
his death he was connected with St. Patrick's Church,
Lowell. Prior to his coming to Lowell he had a long
LITERARY NOTES.
and varied experience as a missionary priest in the

FATHER O'BRIEN OF LOWELL DEAD.

wilds of New York state and western Pennsylvania.
Here he labored for eighteen years, his parish comprising a territory as large as Massachusetts, Rhode Island
and Connecticut all together. Numerous churches,
schools and hospitals everywhere attest his wonderful
zeal and untiring energy in the service of God. On
Sept. 7, 1870, St. Patrick's Church, being free from
debt, was consecrated. In 1882, he opened a school
for boys, under the direction of Xaverian Brothers ;

"Weighed in the Balance."

" Weighed in the Balance," a new book by Christian
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throat a sob. I asked him later was his heart really
so full of the " Prionnsa Han," but he told me that it
was not him he was thinking of, but of all the dead
men and women of Scotland who had died for his
sake, and of Scotland itself, and of the old days that
would not come again. I did not ask what old
days, for I knew that in his heart he lamented his
own dead hopesand dreams, and that the prince was
but the image of his lost youth, and that the world
was old and gray because of his own weariness and his
own grief.' "
Alfred Austin, the English poet-laureate, in his
book, "Spring and Autumn in Ireland," gives as the
reason for Ireland's possessing no great poet, painter
or artist, the fact that she has been neglected by her
own children. " If Tom Moore had only loved Ireland," he says, " as a poet should love his native
land, he might have brought its extraordinary charm

home to the world and made its beauty universally known. I am sure the Vale of Cashmere
is not lovelier than Innisfallen and all that surrounds
it; but, for want of intimate affection, Moore wrote
of both in precisely the same strain and style, insen-

Keid, comes to us from the Boston firm of Marlier, sible to local
color, form, and local character, in each
Callanan & Co., in pleasing form and clear type, case satisfying himself and asking us to be satisfied
but (and we hope our editorial copy is the only one
with vague dulcet adjectives and melodious genin fault) with a duplicate of twenty pages. The story
eralities."
is a protest against the mercenary spirit of our unA London journal says that Aubrey de Yere, the
fortunate age, its love of people for their money and
aged
Catholic poet who walked and talked with
not for their worth of character, its open worship at
in 1884, the corner-stone of a church for the Catholics Mammon's shrine.
and was Tennyson's intimate friend for
Wordsworth
Though the author's high aim
of Centralville was laid ; a substantial building has
fifty
years,
is
now near ninety, and for the first time
has been carried out with some rather extravagant
been erected near St. Patrick's Church, for a working
has
his
paid
yearly visit to London. Mr. Aubrey
not
and inconsistent features, and though thereis a tone of
girls' home, under charge of Franciscan Sisters. These
deYereboth
looks
and is a poet, and his tall figure,
depression about the book, possibly not to be wonare a few of Father O'Brien's many good works. His dered at, in connection with such a loveless subject, with a velvet cap crowning the silver hair, was the
body is to be brought home to America, and buried in
all this is largely counteracted by the pure and noble most picturesque sight at the Athenicum Club, where
years
ago
Lowell. On the celebration some
of the for- atmosphere surrounding the characters of the heroine he passed nearly all his time when in town. Now
anniversary
tieth
of his ordination to the priesthood and her real friends, and by the high honor and up- this aged bearer of a name as aristocratic as himself
Father O'Brien said: "My life in Lowell is an open rightness and the scorn of mean low things that it remains with his elder brother, Sir Stephen de Vere,
book which all may read. Some of the pages might
at Curragh Chase, both living out their
vividly portrays. It is as far above such works as in Ireland,
days
among
have been better written, but I did the best I could."
memories of a past that will some" When Knighthood Was in Flower" for instance, as last
These modest words express the character of the the rose and the lily are above the nightshade and time become history of a unique and delightful
man, and would serve as a fitting epitaph. May he the nettle ; yet we can not be surprised, though we character.
rest in peace!

may be deeply ashamed, if a society that guages men
by their purses and not by their character clamors
DR. SPALDING'S LECTURES.
loudly about the one book, and silently passes the
can, however, aflord to do
James Field Spalding, lecturer in English literature other by. Christian Keid
without its praise.
at Boston College, continues to make engagements
during a portion of the year for his public lectures
The Celtic Note in Literature.
upon noted authors. The American authors at presTo those who are interested in the Celticrenaissance
ent considered are Emerson, Hawthorne, l.owell and
which for the past few years has been making such a
Holmes; the English authors, Tennyson, Browning,
stir in the literary world, and which we have no
Matthew Arnold and Newman.
doubt is destined to have a permanent effect upon
These lectures have been given before many of the
the literature of these times, the appended extract
leading Catholic educational institutions of the counfrom the London Spectator will especially appeal. It
try, and have been received with marked favor. Their
is from the review by that paper of Miss Fiona Macaim is intlicated by the following specimens of comLeod's book, "The Divine Adventure." "In the
mendation, which are respectfully submitted

:?

"In interesting scholarly treatment, in careful, judinious appreciation, in clearness and completeness, these
lectures are models."
"The lectures are thorough studies at first hand, presented by one capable of keen criticism. The lecture on
Emerson, especially, is one of the best appreciations of
that author that has been made by a Catholic in the
United States for years; and almost the same praise might
be accorded to the lecture on Holmes."
"The lecture was eminently interesting, suggestive
and instructive; and thelovers of Tennyson were greatly

pleased with it."
" Dr. Spalding's lecture [Hawthorne] was one of great
value to all students of literature; and his audience were
as much pleased with the manner as with the matter."
" Dr. Spalding's lectures are academic in character, and
in form and delivery are models of the highest university
excellence.
His lecture on Lowell is an admirable
piece of criticism."
" There is a remarkable thoroughness and originality
in Dr. Spalding's work, a complete and firm grasp of his
subject. This is grateful, when so many public lecturers
are mere herders together of foreign criticisms lifted over
His lecture on Browning is unusually
all bortlers.
genuine, one of the best papers from a Catholic point of
view that has been written in a long time."
On the lecture platform Dr. Spalding is unquestionably an instructor of the very highest order; and it is
hardly too much to say that his lectures are literary
gems.
A simple, sprightly narrative, in chaste
English, places the subject before his audience in vivid
colors. Sound antl judicious criticism, unbiased by immoderate enthusiasm, guides those who need it to a just
and correct appreciation; and assent to his own deduc-

...

"

..

...

.

America, "says Succtst, " the Irish poet,
Moore,
Thomas
was presented to President Jefferson.
He was amazed to find the author of the Declaration
of Independence 'sitting in a homely costume, comprising slippers and Connemara stockings.' So gracious was Jefferson's manner, however, that Moore
afterward spoke of the short visit as 'an event not to

" When in

be forgotten.' "

A writer in the Spectator says that in Tennyson's
ornithology no Haws can be detected, so thoroughly
did the poet know the birds which he occasionally
introduced into his verses. Poets very often make
mistakes in matters of detail, but Tennyson was a
naturalist as well as a poet. The following extract is
given as an example of his ability to give brief and
essay called Celtic ' she has some admirablecommon
expression, in words, to varied bird sounds :?
forcible
sense. By Celtic ' we understand a material of myth
" From the wood
and folk-tale differing in character from other tradiCame voices of the well-contented doves;
tions, and a manner of presenting it suitable to its
The lark could scarce get out his notes for joy,
nature. It is not a peculiar inspiration to which the
But shook his song together as he neared
canons of art do not apply. ' It is well that the
His happy home, the ground. To left and right
people of the isles should love the isles above all else,
The cuckoo told his name to all the hills,
The, mellow ouzel Hitted in the elm ;
and the people of the plains love the plains above all
is
The red-cap whistled, and the nightingale
else. But it not well because of the whistling of the
Sang loud as though he were the bird of day."
wind in the heather one should imagine that nowhere
else does the wind suddenly stir the reeds and the
The following lines from the London Daily New*, on
grasses in its incalculable hour.' But in this Celtic
Lord
Russell, are worth remembering
culture we may find certain curious qualities, notably
"Throned
in his heart sate justice unafraid,
a passion for the soil of the homeland, an ever-present
Spake
through
his lips and lightened in his eyes:
sense of the mystery of life, and a power of seeing in
passes now the just man, perfect made,
He
the changes of nature a reflex of the soul's drama.
To meet his Master :it the la.-t assize."
It is because Miss
has seized upon the fundamental truth of this fanciful world that her work at
"Pen Sketches," by Finley Acker, is a small illusits best has an appeal beyond race interests. The
trated volume, telling of the streets of Cairo, the pybook closes with a passage which seems to us both
ramids of Kgypt, the bazaars of Damascus, the scenes
true and beautiful, the inward meaning of the forlorn
in modern Jerusalem, and a few other places visited
Jacobite sentiment which is one of the impossible loy- by
the writer.
alties of her own land
" In a highland cottage I heard some time ago a Gkoroe Bancroft, the historian,wasborn in Worcesman singing a lament for "Tearlach Og Aluinn,"
"Bon- ter, Oct. ."., 18<M), ami that city intends to have a celenie Prince Charlie " and when he ceased tears were bration of his centennial, under the auspices
of the
on the face of each that was there, and in his own
American Antiquarian Society.
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REV. DR. TRACY CORRECTS THE "HERALD'S" leadiug; a brief resume of the matter to which you refer
will make this clear.
MISSTATEMENTS ABOUT CHINESE
Three hundred years ago, as today, the Chinese paid
ROMAN CATHOLICS.
special homage to their ancestors; in their households

To the Editor of the Herald:?
The Herald ol Thursday, Aug. 30, prints an editorial
headed " Chinese Roman Catholics," in which you give
the grounds upon which that paper based its previous
statement " that Roman Catholic converts connected with
the imperial court in China were advised to continue their
ordinary mode of life and worship, and neither to say nor
let it be known that they had become converts to Christianity, this for the purpose of aiding the Roman Catholic
Church in its propagation of the faith."
These grounds I briefly examine, in order to directyour
attention to their irrelevancy or insufficiency, or both.
first. You begin with a reference to a certain happening in the Old Testament. By the advice of Elisha, the
heathen general Naaman hail washed in the Jordan and
had thus been cleansed of leprosy. The cure satisfied
N'aaman t-hat there was " no other Gotl in all the earth
but only in Israel," and in gratitude for the favor received he wished to make a present to the prophet.
Elisha refused the proffered gift antl Naaman said: " ' As
thou wilt: but, I beseech thee, grant to me thy servant to
take from hence two mules' burden of earth ; for thy servant will not henceforth offer holocaust, or victims, to
other gods, but to the Lord. But there is only this for
which thou will entreat the Lord for thy servant: when
my master goeth into the temple of Kimmon, to worship,
antl he leaneth upon my hand, if I bow down in the
temple of Kimmon, when he boweth in the same place,
that the Lord pardon me thy servant for this thing.'
Antl he "?Elisha?" said to him: 'Co in peace.' So
he departed from him in the springtime of the earth."
"We had imagined," the Herald theologizes, "that in the
case referred to, the'policy of Elisha was adopted by the
Roman Catholic bishop at Pekin for a similar reason."
But you will observe that, before going to Elisha, Naaman told his heathen master of the purpose of his journey,
anil that the Syrian monarch approved lis mission, facilitating it by a letter of introduction to his brother ruler
of Israel. In this instance, then, Bishop Favier could
find no justification for allowing Chinese Roman Catholic converts to continue their former ordinary mode of
worship, and " to neither say nor let it be known that
they had become converts to Christianity"; for, first,
Naaman promised the prophet not to continue his ordinary mode of worship? i.e., sacrifice to idols only asking that with an easy conscience he might fulfil his official
function of the king's arm-support when the monarch
went before the idol; and, second, you will observe that
we have just as much reason, if not more, to believe that
the king and others knew of the general's change of faith
as we have to surmise that they ditl not; indeed, in an
Oriental court, where espionage was a favored practice,
one may question Naaman's ability to keep his religious
?

defection a secret.
The uusatisfactorincss

of your reference to the
on something more
uncertainty
about the details
fundamental than our
is]
your assumption
its
radical
defect
incident;
of the
that the Old Testament is a Catholic bishop's source
of ethics antl principle of action. With just as good
reason could you say that it is understood that at
the court of the Sultan there are many Roman Catholic
converts, who are advised to follow their former mode of
life and worship, polygamy included, in order to further
their Church's interests, justifying your statement by the
conduct of the patriarchs and olden Jewish marriage customs. The Catholic Church claims Jesus Christ and His
teachings as its norm of action and not one of its intelligent members but knows that anything of its nature
wrong? for example, taking part in idolatrous worshipmay never, under any circumstances, be permitted; its
theology sees no possible exceptions; and Bishop Favicr,
apiousLa/arist, may be lastuaed to know that theology
aase of

Naaman, however, rests

you would find tablets inscribed: "The seat of this or
that soul departed " ; and before these tablets they prostrated themselves, lit candles, burned incense, placed
flowers, leaves and other offerings even slew animals;
honors all in all much the same as the litterati were wont to
offer Confucius. As the people were very much attached
to these rites, and would be deterred froni Christianity in
large numbers if theceremonies were forbidden, it seemed
to the inissioners of one religious order that they might
lawfully be considered rather as civil and social customs
than as idolatrous practices; and this, among various
other reasons, because they were practised by Mohammedans, who were not idolaters, anteceded the local idolatries ; and because it was never the intention of the Chinese to worship either Confucius or the departed as gods,
that, therefore, Christian converts might practise them.
Another religious order took the view that these ancestral rites were in a true sense religious functions, and,
therefore, in themselves absolutely inadmissible.
?

An appeal having been made to the Holy See, a legate,
Dr. Tournon, the patriarch of Alexandria, was sent to
China, and in 1700 he condemned theceremonies as unfit
for Christians to use, much to the chagrin of the Emperor
Hong Xi, who maintained that the usages were civil
forms, and who delivered the legate into the hands of the
Portuguese at Macao, where he was imprisoned and died
in 1710. In this same year a brief of Pope Clement XI.
confirmed the legate's first condemnation?first of some,
then of all, of the rites; a condemnation repeated by
Clement XII., and confirmed by Benedict XIV.
It is clear that here again your parallelism fails absolutely ; it is not a case of converts to Christianity concealing their faith antl acting as heathens, but a question
whether those who were known as converts, or were
about to become such, might, as Christians, follow certain
rites practiced in their heathen days, but which the
Emperor himself regarded as civil rather than religious
usages; and it was decided that they must not do so,
lest their Christian faith might appear allied to their
former beliefs.
Your further statement "We say that we understand
this to be a matter of history, and yet it may rest on no
more substantial a basis than the current belief the publication of which has called forth Dr. Tracy's letter"
is also incorrect. The case of Chinese " rites," to which
you referred, is a matter of history, and rests on a known
and acknowledged basis; it was juridically examined
into; on the other hand, the evidence on which the
Herald founded its statement is: "It is understood that
at Pekin," etc., and"It is presumably from these
channels," etc. Surely in one case the evidence is not
one in kind with that of the other.
Thirdly. The last ground you mention for the Herald's
statement is even less satisfactory than the others, and
very elusive. It amounts to this: All confess the superior knowledge of affairs possessed by Roman Catholic
inissioners in China; they seem to want to keep their
sources of information hidden; their converts are from
the lower classes, are ostracized on account of their new
faith, hence could hardly obtain intelligence of the kind
in question, and therefore, " it may be that this condition
of affairs is one of the bases for the belief which we set
forth in the paragraph to which Dr. Tracy has taken
?
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TO PERE AUGUSTE.
BYO'MALLEY.
CHJARLES.

[Some weeks ago the Sacrsd Hkart Review printed am
item on the death of the Rev. A. B. Langlois, the priest
botanist of Martinsville, La., whose volumes in French oa
the plants and fungi of Louisiana made him known
throughout the scientific world. The following poem by
Mr. O'Malley is a tribute to the dead priest.J
If those great saints, who hold our after-life
Shall not be dearth, but an advance intense
Into vast realms of high intelligence.
Err not, what joy today, of knowledge rife,
Thou hast in heaven among the just and free,
Pere Auguste Langlois.
Thine down deep sylvan glades of paradise
To walk in rapture lofty as a psalm,
Pursuing truth in meditative calm;
Poems of law extend before thy eyes,
And holiest order bears her sanctity
To thee, Pere Langlois.
Thine now to ponder mysteries long sealed,
O'er frond and calyx poring withoufpause
Gath'ring deep lore of orchids and strange laws,
Thy feet onled of beauty, field by field,
His angel Truth quick-opening gates for thee,
Pere Auguste Langlois.
?

All miracles of culm and sheath and shard,
And marvels of fern-lichens, thou dostknow;
Knowledge thou hast why aspens tremble so
Why He did spike His thistles sharp and hard,
And hide in dews a threefold mystery,
Pere Auguste Langlois.

?

What clear activities of soul thou hast,
Remote on God's wide upland, quaffing deep
Crystal-cool wisdoms! Now dost converse keep,
Like great St. Francis.with sweet glades new-grassed ?
Walk'st thou in heaven with him ofAssisi,
Pi-re Auguste Langlois ?
Blessed Pere Auguste priest antl botanist!
Thy toil while living was to show His truth;
So shall thy life retain perpetual youth
So shall thy soul increasingly exist,
0 Beauty-seeker of fair Arcady,
1 'ire Auguste Langlois 1
Midland Review.
?

?

?

I entirely agree with you that the evidence urged by the
Herald in support of its statement " is hardly of the kind
which would be accepted in a court of law," but Boston
Catholics may reasonably expect that this evidence will
be of a sort to justify the word of one man of honor bo
another that the old and great Church of Christendom
teaches her illustrious converts, in China or elsewhere,
to be hypocrites and belie, exteriorly, their faith. If such
be her course of action, how in the name of the gospel and
common sense came she to convert men of parts and character in the first instance?
THE REV. JOSEPH Y. TRACY, D. D.,
Diocesan Director of the Association for
the Propagation of the Faith. 75 Union
Park street, Boston.
Friday, Aug. 31, ItWO.

To this learnedand ablerefutation of the groundless
charges made against the Catholic Church by the
It is not true now, nor has it been hitherto, that Catholic Boston Herald, that paper adds the following astoundconverts in China are, or have been, only from the lower ing editorial note:
classes. Since the days of Father Ricci, in liiOO, litterati,
"We shall not actempt to follow Dr. Tracy in his intermandarins and influential court perscnages are, and have
esting
discussion on theology and casuistry, chiefly beamong
the
members
of
the
Catholic
been, numbered
Church, and that their Christianity was known is evi- cause it is not pertinent to the point under discussion.
What we said in the article commented upon was that it
denced I.y the facts that they themselves often obtained
was
of
church
cdi.
the
construction
" understood " that is, it was the current opinion
imperial permission for
or belief among those doing business in China ?that a
tices, antl in time of persecution died nobly as martyrs,
worship. condition somewhat similar to that which we outlined
rather than perform the desired act of heathen
and practise it.
the above prevailed. In our rejoinder to Dr. Tracy's first
present,
had,
and
has
at
Besides, that Church has
Secondly. You thus set forth the second reason for the
letter we gave what we assumed to be the basis for this
Chinese,
of
educated
thousands
reverent admiration of
Herald's statement of Monday last:?
families opinion. He affirms that this can net be the case, and, as
members
of
their
Catholic
to
the
up
who look
mamy
they themselves we said l>efore, we have no means »f preying that it is,
It is, we believe, a matter of history that
and to their Catholic friends, though
"
efmissionary
years ago those who represented the
may
Why
it not be, then, and would not lie in the least likely to have this proof,
hold aloof from Catholicism.
deforts of the Roman Catholic Church in China were
one
source
of Catholic even if such a condition existed. In closing the matter
is
contained
that in this fact
sirous of having the universal worship of ancestors
faith,
Catholic authorities were to we may be permitted to say that we are pleased to see,
if
the
knowledge,
to
the
and
that
tolerated la those who became converts
information, it would be from what Dr. Tracy has said, that, as the diocesan direcbecause there was reason for believing that if this conproclaim " the secret " of their
disto
generally
possible
this:
cession was made it would he
worded in some such wise as
" Win by unselfishness tor of the Association for the Propagation of the Faith,
place Buddhism and Confucianism by Christianity.
spiritual interests of he insists upon a high standard of works, as well as
to
the
devotion
single-hearted
and
But these missionary recommendations did not reconfidence, and you belief, and apparently gives no toleration to the maxim
centuries
their
through
Rome.
the Chinese
vive the sanet i?n of the bead of the Church of
that the ends justify the means."
to know afl we do."
The paragraph is altogether Inaccurate and very mis- will come

exception."

?

;

?

VILE bAUKED HEAM
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(?e« a Badge and Manual.
[Whoever sends in a new subscrip- £
Hon to the Eeview, or renews an ofd c

770w to

subscription, with two dollars for the c
year, will receive a badge and a Manual P
free.
C
If your parents or friends subscribe
and get the badge for you send In your <,
name and be enrolled as a member, and £
sign the League promise and keep it,? <;
that is. Ifyou are not a Defender already.
We can not give badge and Manual for
any special or reduced rate subscrip- p
lion.-, but only when the full rate ($2) is
p
paid to this office direct.]

nature studies. Bamford's " Up and
Down Brooks " ought to open her eyes
to the queer creatures that live in the
water world. Scudder's " Frail Children
of the Air " will introduce her to the
butterflies. And Uncle Jack is sure she
will like Mrs. Cooper's " How to Know
the Wild Flowers." There are a great
many beautiful wildflowers still to be
found in the fields. Uncle Jack thinks
many of them are more interesting now
than when they were newer. The fields
are full of all sorts of queer seeds. Did
you ever notice what odd hooks Mother

UEVIEW

10

and sack races. In the sack race, a number
of boys aud girh were put into bags which
covered everything but their heads, and
then they tried to run as fast, as they could.
The one that reached the goal first won the
prize. The prize was a great big frosted
cake. The little girl that won divided
with those who lost. It was great fun to
see the contestants wabbling along, some
stumbling and falling and not. lieing able
to get up again. The egg race was funny,
too. Each one was given a long-haudled
spoon and a china egg. The egg was carried in the spoon. When the signal was
given all the boys and girls started to run.
When one let his egg fall he had to stop

Burdock supplies her seed children running. The one, that reached the goal
with ? Just notice a burr next time you first without droppiug the egg won the
find it sticking in your dress, and you'll prize. In the potato race, potatoes are

find it covered with little hooks. You
UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
THE BOYS AND GIRLS. see, Mother Burdock was afraid the field
would be too crowded if her children all
On Guard.
stayed at home, so she gave each one of
them these hooks. When an accomBY l'RISCILLA LEONARD.
modating little girl, or a sheep, or anything else to which they canstick, comes
You have a little prisoner ;
He's nimble, sharp and clever;
along, they get aboard and start out to
He's sure to get away from you
find a new home a long way off, perhaps.

placed about a yard apart in two rows.
Only two runners take part in this race.
They run as fast as they can, picking up as
many potatoes as they can as they run.
The one that brings in the largest Dumber
is the winner.

September 8, 1000.

The Catholic University
of America,
Washington, D. C.
SCHOOLS OF THE
SACRED SCIENCES,

PHILOSOPHY,
PHYSICAL SCIENCES,
SOCIAL SCIENCES,

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES,

LAW,

TECHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES
INCLUDING MECHANICAL, CIVIL
AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

Open October 2, 1900.

Address The General Secretary.

ST. JOHN'S COLLECE,

We continued our merry-making until
four o'clock when ice cream was served,
and about five o'clock we started for home.
FORDHAM, N. Y. CITY.
I think that was the most pleasant day of
Unless you watch him ever.
On Harlem Railroad, betweeu Harlem River mid
my vacat ion.
\u25a0
Long Island Sound.
Hoping you will like my letter, Iremain,
And when he once gets out he makes
This seems to be a sort of girls' week,
More trouble in an hour
Your loving niece,
doesn't it? Two girls have written very
conducted by the Jesuit Khllici-b.
Than you can stop in many a day,
C >lUcyt'. Academic and Preparatory Cl«sta'B. Classical, Combright letters. The boys must be careful
mercial and Scisntitic ootUMft.
Working with all your power.
will
ahead
getting
away
be
girls
or the
St. John's Xlnll,
Lizzie's holiday must have been very A separate
Preparatory Department for younger boy*.
He sets your playmates by the ears,
of them, and that really won't do, you enj ijable
Military Drill by an Annv Officer uppo.nt-.d by the 1' Sindeed. It is a long time
He says what isn't so,
know. But seeing this is girls' week, since Uncle Jack heard from any of his Government.
ForTerms, etc., apply to
And uses many ugly words
Key. THOMAS J CAMPBKJLJL. S. J. a
perhaps the girls will be interested in numerous nieces and nephews in LowPresident.
Not good for you to know.
them
doctor
said
about
things
some
the
ell. He hopes some of them will follow
tight
ivory
gates,
the
Assumption,
Quick, fasten
the other day.
Lizzie's good example and write about Academy of
And chain him while he's young!
Every girl ought to know something their holidays. The Defenders at LowWellesley Hills, Mass.
"
For this same dangerous prisoner
Academy, situated in the suburbs of
about taking care of sick folks ; not as ell must not forget to keep Uncle Jack
Is just your little tongue!
Is only a tew miles from the city.
Boston,
much as the professional nurses do, of
It
Is
on
line of the Boston and Albany
as
to
their
works.
good
informed
Now Railroad. the
\u25a0
The
location Is one of the most
course, but enough to take care of her that the holidays are over and the work healthful and picturesque
in New England.
Now that the holidays are ended own folks when they are ill, or in emerThe grounds are extensive, affording ample
begun again, Uncle Jack ex- advantage for out.door exercise. The currl
time
has
again,
and the working-days have begun
gencies. Kven when there is a profesof studies is thorough and compre
and secretaries of culum
hengive, embracing all the branches neceUncle Jack wants to remind the founders sional nurse, she can't work all day and pects the founders
to
write
accounts
of their sary for a refined education. For partlcularChapters
and secretaries of Chapters that they night, too.
as to terms for boarders or day pupils apply
doings.
to
have some real duties. One of these
"The most important thing to do for
Uncus Jack.
Sister Superior.
informed
keep
duties is to
Uncle Jack
Attached to the Academy is a preparato \u25a0v
a sick person is to give bim plenty of
boys between the ages of 5 and li.
for
school
as to the doings of the Chapter. Probobject of this school Is to give such a gen
cool fresh air ; but it isn't always easy
Colleges and Academies. The
eral education as will fit pupils to enter col
ably you haven't been holding meetings to do that without causing a dangerous
lege.
during the summer months. That doesn't draught. Do it in this way : Take a
mean you've lost interest at all. The light bedroom chair and turn it over the
summers are so hot nowadays, and so invalid's head, with the legs sticking up
many of the children go away from home in the air Then tlraw the bedclothes
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
during vacation, that it's a pretty diffi- up over the chair and tuck them in
KILL COURSES IN CLASSICS, LKTcult matter to get the members together about the pillow. That gives the patient
Under the management of the Fathers of TBBS, ECONOMICS AND HISTORY,
the Society of Jesus. Over one hundred JOURNALISM. ART, SCIENCE, PHARat regular meeting times. But Uncle plenty of air to breathe ; then open the professors
MACY, LAW, CIVIL, MECHANICAL
and seven hundred students.
and ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
Jack would be very sorry to think that windows wide. The air in the room will
Four years preparatory work.
ARCHITECTURE.
you forgot all about defending the Holy change faster if you fan it rapidly with
Department of Arts and Sciences,
THOROUGH PREPARATORY and
Name, during vacation. That would be a big fan or apron. Then shut the winCOMMERCIAL COURSES.
Georgetown
College,
ROOMS FREE to all students who have
very sad indeed. Wherever you went dows again and uncover the patient's
completed the studies required for admisfounded 1788-89.
you found opportunities to be a zealous face.
sion
into the Junior or Senior Year, of any
Oldest Catholic College in the United
Collegiate Courses.
Defender, Uncle Jack is sure. With next
"Sheets may be changed without the States. Preparatory and CollegiateCourses of the
ROOMS TO RENT, moderate charge to
month, the regular meetings of the patient's catching cold or being dis- for Boarders and Day Scholars. Complete students
over seventeen preparing for
Chapters ought to begin again, and turbed. The top one can be gently Post-Graduate Courses.
Collegiate Course*.
A limited number of candidates for the
Uncle Jack will print a little programme pulled out at the bottom of the bed, Medical Department, founded 1851. ecclesiastical
state will be received at
each month as a guide for the officers of while the patient, if strong enough,
A numerous and emiuent Mudicil special rates.
Faculty.
advantages.
Excellent
clinical
ST.
EDWARD'S
HALL, for boys under
Chapters. At the first meeting you holds the upper edge of the other
Georgetown University Hospital just IS years, is unique in the completeness of
might have each member tell what he or clothes. I'ne under sheet is rolled up opened.
its equipments.
she did for the Holy Name since the last to the patient's side and then taken off
The .-)7ih Year will onen SEPTEMBER
Law Department, founded IX7O.
4th, I'M). Catalogues Free. Address
meeting in June. Kven if you only from the other side quickly.
Unequalled opportunities for the study
KEY. A. MORRISSEY.C.S.C, President.
watched your own tongue carefully and
Patients who have fever don't take of American jurisprudence.
"
For information and Catalogue addraaa
slid the League prayer when you heard cold easily. They like to be bathed in
Academy,
St.
a bad word, that was a great deal. If cold water. But after the fever has The Rev. John D. Whitney, S. J., Rector.
DAME, INDIANA.
NOTRE
you told somebody else about the work gone
they are very apt to takecold, they
(One mile west of University of Notre
BOSTON
173
of the League and showed your memberDame.)
are so thin.
*?"
T?
nl n ,lUr
ship card and badge and Manual, Uncle
Conducted by the Sisters of the Holy
" Don't wear squeaky shoes in a sick- COMMERCIAL William H. Monarty,
Cross. Chartered IS."). Thorough EngJack is proud of you. You've lived up room. Don't whisper, but talk cheerCOLLE6E
Principal. lish and Classical education. Regular Colto your promises, as a good Defender fully and naturally. Don't creep about
degrees.
Shorthand, Typewriting, Book-keeping, legiatePreparatory
Department students
should. Uncle Jack hopes to see lots on tiptoe, except when the patient is Telegraphy, Arithmetic, etc. Individual
In
prepared for Collegiate course.
carefully
of energy displayed this fall, so get to asleep. And don't get
Day aud evening.
cross when the instruction.
Chemical Laboratories well
Physical
and
Call i.r send for circular.
work every one of you and don't disap- patient does."
equipped. Conservatory of Music and
School of Art. Gymnasium under direction
\u25a0
point him. We ought to have several
of graduate of Boston Normal School of
Aug.
Lowell,
Mass.,
211,
WHO.
hundred new members before the new
Gymnastics. Catalogue free. Address
Dear
Uncle
Jack:
century begins. Now let us see which
N.
8.,
Joseph,
St.
Canada.
DIRECTRESS OF THE ACADEMY,
As I saw that you wanted your readers
one will earn Uncle Jack's praise and to tell you about their vacations, thought
St. Mary's Academy, NotreDame, Indiana.
by the Fathers of Holy Cross.
Conducted
thanks by sending in the first list of new- I would tell you about a picnic weI
Commercial Courses,
had. A Classical and inly
$199 a year.
i
members of the League of Defenders of lady who has a beautiful house with large
Information,
For
further
write to the Presithe Holy Name.
grounds around it invited our SuudayLOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.
dent.
school class to spend the day with her. We
One of Uncle Jack's girls asks for some
and advanced courses.
Preparatory
went in wagons. Such fun as we hail as Villanova
for circular address
good " out-doors " books. Has she read we wereriding along, shouting and singing
THE SUPBRIOP
Delaware County, Perm.
Franklin Schuyler Mathews' " Familiar antl laughing. And such a good time as
Augustlnlan Fathers.
the
by
Trees and Their Leaves " '! If she hasn't, we had when we got to our destination.
Location delightful. Courses thorough.
she will find it a great help in getting We played all kinds of games, and fished Terms moderate. Athletics of all kinds are
encouraged. Send for prospectus.
MONTREAL.
acquainted with the trees. " Citizen in the pond and went on rafts and boats.
Conducted by
Rev. L. A. Delurey, O. S. A., President.
Bird," by Wright and Coues, " Little Then came the call for dinner. We ate
English Jesuit Fathers.
out under the
and wasn't it good out
Brothers of the Air," by Olive Thorne there. I thinktrees
sandwiches and cake and
Reopens Sept. sth.
St.
Miller, and Frank Chapman's " Bird lemonade are twice as good under the
trees
Manchester, M. H.
Life" are very good bird books. Later as in the house.
Calendars mailed on application.
After tl inner we had more DOARDINU
for young ladles.
on she will liker.Iohn Burroughs " Birds games and some of them were very amus- *\u25a0* Please sendSCHOOL
for catalogue to
Rev,
and Bees," and perhaps others of his ing. There were egg races, potato races
The Mother Superior.
Presidt nis
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1. To recite for the above intention, formed once
far all, the Our Father and Hail Mary ol the mornadding the following invocalaf or evening prayers,
nan St. Francis Xavier, pray for us. s. To give,
missions,
the
at least five cents monthly
la alms for
?r sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made
through the regular organisation of the Association.
r\Da
J TJT7 A TTfsTcT
'
UIWA.HI&JI.IIUI\.
In each community Bands are formed, each
ten or more persons The Proband consisting of band
collects the offerings of Its
mater or Head of a
members and turns them over to the Parochial or
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
order to report and to devise the best means to further the Association.

:

est. Indeed, the entire history of this
splendid Society for the Propagation
of the Faith is one which appeals to
the reader with singular force and the
trouble is really that we know too little
of it. I'.ven the perusal of the very
slight account which we have here condensed awakens the wish that a sort of
" traveling library " could be started,
giving us a chance to read our missionary literature in more extended form
than in the "Annals," one member
sending on books and pamphlets to
another and thus causing us to pray
more earnestly day by day for the suc-

;

Oflce: 76 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.
OBJECT OF THE ASSOCIATION.
To promote the evangelizing of non-Catholic peoplei by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.
-.
\u25a0
CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.
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on the day of special commemoration of the deceased
members of the committee, or the Band to which he
belongs is. On the day of one's admittance to the
Association; it. At the hour of death, by invoking,at
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus 14. The
favor of the Privileged Altar lor every Mass said in
the name of an Associate for a deceased member,
Children who are members of the Association, but
have not made their First Communion, may gain the
above Indulgences by performing some pious work
appointed by their confessor.
11. Partial Indulgences. 1. Seven years and seven
quarantines e-.'ery time an Associate performs, in aid
of the Society, any work of devotion or charity; s.
jays every time an Associate assists at the
on the 3rd of May and 3rd of December ;3.
100 &
?
time an Associate recites Our Fathir
mi rfail J together with the Invocation of St.
Francis Xavier
ajj thMe indulgence,,both plenary and partial,
are applicable to the souls in Purgatory; and all have
bMn a pproved of by his Grace, the Most Reverend

;

;

Vr.Vtw/*

JESUIT RULING CHINA.

A

Archbishop.

Letters from the missionaries of the Association
are collected and published every other month in the
Annals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
tallector of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or
she, is expected to pass it around to the other members in succession, after which it becomes his or her
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NOTICE. Promoters and other persons
whose names are printed in these columns
are apt to get begging letters in behalf of
various objects, from parties outside of the
Archdiocese. Prudence suggests that no
notice be taken of these appeals, unless they
havereceived theusual diocesan approbation.
?

NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES.
St. John's Church, North Cambridge.

Pastor, Rev. John B. Halloran.
Promoters, 89 ; members, 'MO.
Organized April, 1899.
Offerings, June-July-August, |89 00

o

o

o

Church of the Most Precious Blood, Hyde
Park,

Pastor, Rev. James J. Chittick.
Promoters, 7(i; members, 7UO.
Organized October, L 899.
Offerings, August,
o

o

*U2.80

o

Immaculate Conception Church, Salem.
Pastor. Rev. John D. Tierney.
Director. Rev. Francis Walsh.
Promoters, 144; members, 1,440.

B

"I was hardly out of school when I
married," said a handsome young Brooklyn woman to an acquaintance. " I had
b< en studying hard, I was full of ambition? I wanted to be accomplished. I
wanted to be a musician, a linguist and a
society woman all at once. Then I fell in
love and became a wife and mother."
" My mistake was that I tried to accom-

cess of our missionaries.

The Cidliolic World has a very readable
article on the " Prospect of the Church
1. Those who contribute $6.00 a year, thereby acin China "?beautifully illustrated, too.
quiring the right to receive for their own exclusive use
a copy of the Annals, s. All who contribute a sum It details something of the introduction
money
not less than $40.00 for the purpose of es0f
tablishing a permanent fund, thus becoming members of Christianity among the Chinese, and,
property.
,-? perpetuity. These may enjoy the above spiritual among
others, relates the following
favors and indulgencesperpetually, provided that they
SPECIAL FEASTS
other "-""a01 Prescribed to the Ascurious story
Th. Association has selected as rimes of special ob"7 e
nrayer and thanksgiving:
The least of the Findof (every age and of both sexes are ad" An interesting incident showing the
J d,t ?%\nm?
memberahip, and all are earnestly
«
1 n2?.?£:,VJ
s« Fra?"» hortedto tojoin
of the Catholic missionaries in
prestige
'
"
\u25a0«
"
'
.
certainly
the Association. There is
a
Y.S
A
A ocu,
lesson for us in the leal which actuates Protestant China in the second half of the long
f;
nST?. 2i*2LS,
t? A?,. ,h? As
a' < 0 ha»
i.
T'
1
.
to
contribute
Han
i* ?" denominations
more
ten million
!? ?the
I "work is regularly
brated in every pansh m which
for the propagation of their beliets. reign of Kang Hi is related in a letter
Mbrl ?
organised.
We
£ c frm falu and ? c daU pnj Thy king by the
French Jesuit, Father Jartoux.
SPIRITUAL FAVORS.
dom come; yet to the extent of how many dollars
1. Severalthousand Masses are offered up every and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kingA famine, resulting from an inundation,
year by the missionaries, for the Intention of the liv- dom among heathen peoples? Our missioners, heroic
lng and the deceased members of the Association, s. men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they was during this year devastating the
Summary of the Indulgences which may be gained by could effect, had they the means; from whom must
all the Associates, f. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On these means come ?In due proportion fxom us; in province of Shantung. The mandarins
the feast of the Finding ol the Holy Cross, May 1 ; that proportion there rests upon us through the provwere unable to cope with the evil. A
t. On the feast ol St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3; 3. On idence of AlmightyGod, responsibilityfor the Church's
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin, more or less complete fulfilment in our time of its number of them were punished and
to
teach
nations.
Assumption,
Aug.
give
March 15; 4. On the feast of the
mission
all
Whatever we
for many
others fell into disgrace. It was
if) 5. On any day within the octaves of the above this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us
leasts ; 6. On the feast of the Epiphany, Jan. 6 7. a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be given unto you
down and shaken together then that the emperor summoned the
On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 19; 8. On all good measure and pressed
feasts of the Apostles; 9. Every month, on any two and runningover shall they give into your bosom." missionaries to his presence. He indays chosen by the Associates ; 10. Once a year, on (Lukevi. 38.)
blanks, tracts, or information about formed them that it was their co-operathe day of the general commemoration of all the dc- theForPromoter's
Association, apply to the Diocesan Director.
teased members of the Association ; 11.Once a year,
tion alone that he desired in combating
the dreadful scourge. He placed some
Branches
the
are
respectAssociation
of
Bsr~ Parochial Directors and Secretaries of
fully requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other thousands of taels in their hands and
items of interest for the Associates to the Diocesan Director for publication in the requested them to go forth and take
REVIEW. If the names of deceased Promoters are forwarded they will be printed, so measures for the relief of the suffering.
that tneir souls may have the benefit of the prayers of all the members.

ANNALS.

After She Graduated.

Organized January,

1900.

Offerings, July-August,

f 110.00

HOW THE MISSIONARY WORK OF
THE CHURCH GOES ON.

From an article quoted by the Canadian Messenger of il« Sacred Heart, from
the Bombay Examiner, we com pile a statement of the manner in which the missionary work of the Catholic Church is
conducted by means of the Society for
the Propagation of the Faith. This
statement will, we think, be of special
interest to the members of that society,
as giving them a clearer idea of the immense field which they are aiding by
their offerings and their prayers.
Mission countries are governed by the
Pope through the Propaganda, its prefect having to appoint missionaries for
every part of the vast territory. Many
religious orders, as the Jesuits, the Dominicans, the Franciscans, offer their services voluntarily for the glorious work,
and undertake to provide a certain number of missionaries for districts assigned
to them. So. also, certain missionary

It is a charming picture that the mislaborers,
societies furnish zealous
as the sionary draws of the troops of starving
famous Society for Foreign Missions in Chinese Hocking to the Catholic, priests
France, to which the martyred Theo- with the confidence of obtaining relief;
phane Venard belonged ; the Mission of the method of the latter in cooking
House in Holland, from which communand apportioning in the various districts
ity the now celebrated Bishop Anzer of the huge quantities of rice and herbs
China comes; St. Joseph's Society of necessary to satisfy the urgent needs,
Mill Hill, England, of which Bishop and of their carrying out the whole arJackson of cannibalistic Borneo is a rangements with a discipline and order
member. Yet there are always more as perfect as if a highly trained Euromen wanted for the work. So the popes pean army were concerned. This was
have a college in Rome in connection in the year 1704, more than a century
with the Propaganda, its only object before the first Protestant missionary
being to educate young men from all set foot in China."
parts of the world as missionaries. So
in Rome one may meet among these "THE GRACE OF MARTYRDOM."
students who are to become laborers in
It is stated that Father Edouard
the distant fields, the dark son of CenAgnius and Father Jules Bayard, both
islander
of
the
Southern
Africa,
tral
the
belonging to the Society of Foreign MisSeas, a youthful Chinaman, a native of
sions, are among the recent martyrs in
of
desert,
the Arabian
Corea, the child
the swarthy Syrian ; and may think he Manchuria. Father Agnius, while still
seminarian, prayed for a martyr's
hears the miracle of Pentecost repeated a
death.
While studying at the Petitat their Epiphany celebrations, men in
Seminaire
of Cambrai, he made the
every
in
speaking
tongue
Rome
under
novena of grace of St. Francis Xavier
the sun the wonderful works of (rod.
Many of these noble men have gone for a special intention. Some one asked
forth from their quiet college life to re- him what that intention was, and he
ceive the martyr's deathand the mar- answered in the memorable and striking
words " It is that I may obtain the
tyr's crown.
Propaganda
What has the
accom- grace of martyrdom." Father Bayard
plished? In the Turkish Empire, in departed for China only last May, leavEurope and Asia, there are now about ing a widowed motherbehind him. It
seventy dioceses, not including those in is to be hoped that some of his letters
formation. There are a Catholic arch- to her, as well as portions of the diary
bishop, bishops and priests in schismati- which he kept, may be given to the
cal modern Greece. Great care has been public. Tidings have also come of the
taken to spread the faith in Egypt, massacre of two Jesuit priests, Fathers
Nubia, Abyssinia, Algiers, Tunis. The Derm and Mangin, and of thousands
eyes of the world are centered now of Christians in the province of Tchili.
upon the splendid missions in China, Father Mangin had been a missionary
the very multitude of the terrible mas. in China for eighteen years, and Father
sacres showing vividly what numbers of Derm for thirty. Of all of them we may
converts had been made. In Corea, say what has been said of Father
Thibet, Cochin-China, too, persecution Agnius: "His prayer is answered. I
has raged, but the missionary has tri- can understand the sorrow of his family,
umphed?even in death. In Norway, but for him I can not grieve."
Sweden, Denmark, Iceland, the fire of
the old faith has been rekindled by
A l-Ai'KR published in the city of Mexmeans of the Propaganda ; and its work ico contains the recent public recantaamong the Indian tribes of our western tion on his death-bed of a pervert from
continent, from the Arctic Ocean to the Church. He declares :" I was a
Patagonia, is a story of absorbing inter- Protestant hypocritically and for profit."

:

plish too much and didn't take care ofmy

health and I broke down. I mig;ht have
been saved world's of suffering if I had
been more careful and used a little common sense. I hated to tell my mother how
miserable I felt before I married. I thought
she would just pooh! pooh! at me. I
think mothers understand more about
such troubles nowadays than they used
to. I would never allow a daughter of
mine to marry, being no stronger than I
was then.
"My husband was so kind and considerate I didn't want to be complaining all
the time. He insisted on the doctor coming to see me?a real good, old doctor too.
He gave me medicine for my digestion and
my headache, and something to help my
heart action. I somehow could not bear to
tell him what the real trouble was. I knew
he would insist on an examination and I
dreaded it so.
"My married sister told me I ought to
write to Dr. Pierce, of Buffalo, but I felt so
guilty to do that without telling my husband. But she wrote for me and received
a kind, sensible letter, telling me how to
give myself simple treatment at home.
This helped me ; and then she got me
three bottles of Dr. Pierces Favorite Prescription and I began to take it Pretty
soon my husband said 'something is doing
you good sure: Yon're ever so much
stronger and brighter.' Then I had to tell
him everything.
"First he frowned a little and shook his
head ; then he just langhed and said 'well
the proof of the pudding is in the eating !
If this little woman is made well and
strong by anybody's ' Prescription' no
matter what his name is, God bless him.
whether he lives In Buffalo or right next
door.' And I was made perfectly strong
and well by this treatment, as I never had
been before In my life."
This is a true experience; it is one of
thousands which show that a physician
like Dr. Pierce, who has devoted a lifetime
of special practice to treating ailments
peculiar to womea, can prescribe for them
by mail just as effectively as if the patient
was in his office, and a thousand times
more effectively than the average doctor
whose attention is merely given to general
practice. Dr. Pierce has been thirty years
chief consulting physician to the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo,
N. Y. His prescriptions are accepted all
over tee world as the great standard remedies for the diseases which they are
designed to cure ; and aa an author of medical books he stands among the most eminent authorities.
The above is not a fairy story. It is not
the story of one person. It is the story of
thousands of women. It is a composite
picture in which one can trace face behind
face, lined with suffering, channeled by
tears. It is a story as true as the parable
of the Prodigal Son, which was not the
story of one young man bnt the story of
the type which repeats itself generation
after generation and is as common to
Europe as to Asia, to Africa as to America.
IS IT YOTJ» STORY?
Your story either in whole or in part ?
help for
There's hope for you. There's
you. Dr. Pierces Favorite Prescription
has cured so many cases where life was a
daily burden under which the weak and
weary body staggered on to the grave, that
it can be recommended with the utmost
of female disassurance in every caseinflammation,
irorders. Ulceration and
regularities, displacements, and uterine
disorders in general, all yield quickly to
the action of this real and radical remedy
As the disease is healed the symptoms
pain in the side, difficult
pass
breath, floating specks before the eyes,
nausea, weariness and melancholy The
appetite returns, the blood is vitalized, and
life which was heretofore a mere existtnee
becomes a hearty, happy condition.

away;

jy Don't forget to mention
fjy The Sacred Heart Review
iy When patronizing
ty Our advertisers.
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Temperance.
THE ARCHBISHOP OF ST. PAUL TO
THE PEOPLE OF ST. PATRICK.
When Archbishop Ireland was in
tke country of his birth some years
ago, he delivered an address in the
city of Cork which was laden with
truths well told. Here are a few of

them:?
"In the race of life with other
peoples, the people who yield more
than others to the use of alcohol
will necessarily fall behind, and will
see wealth and influence passing
from their hands. Oh! it is well to
think of the past; it is well, and I
mingle with you in talking of

. .

.

The days of old,

of intemperance, the demon laughs
in infernal glee. We all know these
poor victims. Give me an Irishman,
or the son of an Irishman, no matter
how low he is, I can save him. I
found them in the slums of cities;
I found them in jail; I found them
amidst every peril, and never found
one that I could not mould into a
citizen and a Christian. I notice
everywhere in Ireland the Irishman's
love for things holy and sacred ; I
have gone through the streets of
your cities; through the roads of
your country districts. I was not
known ; I was simply by my garb
seen to be a minister of (rod. And
what reverence was shown to me !
Oh! a people capable of all that
may well be lifted up, and why

should we, their priests and their
leaders, not strive to lift them up ?
But the past is past; this is a ques- And besides, where has a serious ef.
tion of the present and a question of fort been made without success of
the future, and the one question for some degree?some large degree?atthe Irish people at home and abroad tending that effort I What Father
is the question of sobriety. Estab- Mathew did others may do ; the peolish sobriety as habitual among them, ple are the same; they have the
and you can trust them for every- same love for (iod, the same hatred
thing. Hut until sobriety has be- for sin, the same affection for their
come a habitual fact, we are simply families. lam afraid that you in
losing our time in working in other Ireland do not know the honor in
directions for their welfare,temporal which, across every ocean and conor spiritual. The race is passing tinent, the name of Father Mathew
away, weakened, enteebled, and in- is held. The name of Father Mathew
capable of grasping opportunities. is a word to conjure by for God and
You are losing your time in mere humanity. In every city and village
talk, and giving to your enemies an of America, across every settlement
excuse to show their continued scorn of the Western prairies, mention
and continued persecution. None Father Mathew, and the name is
but sober men are worthy to be, or loved and inspiration comes therecan be, free men. None but sober from. The work thatFather Mathew
men, independent of the public- did may be done again. Let us have
house, know how to vote intelli- not one Father Mathew.but hundreds
gently, and know how to govern and thousands of them. Let us try,
themselves and to govern their and if earnest efforts fail after five
country. Prove to the world your years, I will agree that we despair
power of regeneration by eliminat- of conquering the evil, and then let
ing for ever from the land intemper- us despair of Ireland."
ance, and your veriest enemies will
BEER IN MANILA.
say ' Oh ! they are a glorious people ; we dare not refuse them their
Mr. Frank G. Carpenter, writing
rights?they are worthy of self-gov- from Manila, says:?
ernment ; let them have it.' I have
the only thing that is
" About
heard it said: ' Well, the evil is too now
being imported here in great
great; nothing is to be done ; distil- quantities
from America is beer.
lers and brewers own the land ; the This was brought to Manila by the
public-house is governing ; the vicshipload as soon as the Americans
tims will serve the public-house ; the
took possession of the country. I
people will drink.' I have heard it
crossed
the Pacific with the agent of
said : We despair of doing away
'
one firm who made #250,000 by getwith drink.' Ah ! if I despaired of
his cargo of beer in first. Other
doing away with drink, then, friends, ting
men have done almost as well, and
let me say in all candor I would deleading makesof Amerispair of Ireland ; but no, never shall today all the
beer
are
can
sold here.
I despair of Ireland; never shall I
beer
is largely consumed by
"The
despair of the Irish race at home and
Within six months after
Americans.
abroad. I know of what magnificent
number of
materials they are made; I feel in our troops landed the
by
multiplied
Manila's
was
saloons
every fibre of my soul that God has
one hundred
ten.
are
now
There
made them for great things. I know
here, where there was one before,
how necessary they are to civilizathe chief support of all being the
tion and to religion, and therefore I
American
soldiers.
feel that it is easy to lift them up
The
beer
sells at high prices, the
"
from the use of intoxicating liquors,
ordinary
bottle
costing twenty-five
to save them from intemperance.
in gold, or more than three
cents
Pessimism is the devil's art; when- times as much as at home."
ever the devil intends that an evil
shall be permanent he will put into
A "DRY" CAMP.
the hearts of men despair and disThe Connecticut National Guard
couragement. He will say nothing
be
nothcan
done. When men say
had a " dry " camp this year, and it
can
be
to
the
done
save
victim is more than likely that the men are
ing
Kre her faithless sons betrayed her,
When Malachy wore the collar of gold.

:
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TO WOMEN WHO DOUBT.

These state
are not as

militia encampments
thla
sober as they might be, though the Every Suffering Woman Should Read
Letter and be Convinced that Lydla K.
training of a citizen soldier is supPinkham's Vegetable Compound Don
Cure Female Weakness.
posed to be a very serious business
not
"I
have been troubled with female
drinking
should
into which
in its worst form for
weakness
was
the
first
actime,
enter. This
about ten years. I was so weak that I
of
papers,
the
that
cording to some
could not do my housework. I also had
the annual encampment of the Con- falling of the womband inflammation of
necticut state militia has been absothe womb, and atcertain
lutely without liquor, and the way times I suffered ter- /piJvl
it came about was this.
ribly. At times my
Wk\
One month before the men went back would ache H
very
hard. Icould
l»wJf
into camp, Brigadier-General Frost not lift
ml
anything;
strictly
an
order
of Norwalk issued
prohibiting the soldier boys from work: was not able
t^^^^^^^^m\
stand on my feet.
taking into camp liquor of any kind to
My husband spent O
"'Haass
whatever. The order was ridiculed hundredsof dollars fr frm\
H
aW
tarn ,^ft
in a good many quarters by the for doctors but \m\
did me no Mm
fikV
25a0
members of the national guard, and tbey
good. After a time
Ma* \\uu25a0
Genbelieved
that
was
generally
it
I concluded to try your medicine and
eral Frost and the other officers I can truly say it does all that you
would have a hard time enforcing claim for it to do.
Ten bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's
the temperance plans.
Vegetable Compound and seven pack-

.

Just before the men went to Nian-

tic it was-given out thatthere would
be the closest kind of scrutinizing
of the baggage of companies to discover secreted liquors. Of course,
there was liquor smuggled in, but
there was not that general hilanousness which distinguishes encampments where everything is wide
open.
TEMPERANCE

NOTES.

Tiik following item from the
Holyoke news in a recent issue of
the Springfield Republican, is an example of the depths to which the
most promising young men are
brought by liquor and its concomitant evils: "The police court
dock held a distinguished visitor
yesterday morning in the person of
Sockalexis, the once famous baseball player, but who now has been
ruined by drink, until he can not
even earn enough money to support
himself. He received a fine education at Holy Cross College, Worcester, and was idolized while there
by the whole city. He entered the
big baseball league, and achieved a
splendid success, but began to dissipate, and gradually sank into the
lower leagues, and finally would not
be accepted by any. On Patriots'
day he played in the game in which
Sharkey umpired, and played so
poorly as to occasion considerable
comment. He was found sleeping
in a barn, and it is believed that he
followed the circus to Holyoke. He
was given one month in jail for
vagrancy."
?
It is a fact that in

-

Sanative Wash have made a
woman of me. I have had no
womb trouble since taking the fifth
bottle. I weigh more than I have in
years; can do all my own housework,
sleep well, have a good appetite and
now feel that life is worth living. I
owe all to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I feel thatit has saved
ages of
now

my life and would not be without it for
anything. lam always glad to recommend your medicine to allmy sex,for I
know if they follow your directions,
they will be cured."?Mrs* Annib
Thompson, South Hot Spring's, Ark.

ing the glorious supernatural mission of carrying the faith wherever
goes the English language. I appeal
to Irishmen in the name of Ireland!
?

Abchbishop

Ireland.

By all means avoid alcoholic
liquors in hot weather. An alcoholic imbiber always suffers greatly
at this season, and nearly every case
of sunstroke is made possible by the
excessive use of these stimulants.
Every drink of this character taken
on a hot day simply adds that much
more fuel to the "furnace" already
overheated.

Tiik Churchman says that it is
rather curious to notice that while
our commercial and manufacturing
enterprises have come to demand
abstinence from intoxicants as a
condition of employment, the army
should remain about the only great
corporation in America that has
taken no active means, unless it be
the palliative of the canteen, to
foster abstinence among those whom
it employs as officers and men, and
upon whose efficiency its own reputation and the national safety depend.

English-speak-

$100 Reward $100.
ing countries?and these EnglishThe readers of this paper will be pleased to learn
speaking countries encircle the globe that
there 1b at least one dreaded disease that
has been able to cure in all its stages, and
?the welfareof the Catholic Church science
that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is the only
cure known to the medical fraternity.
is in the hands of the Irish race. positive
Catarrh, being a constitutional disease, requires
a
constitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
Just as they go forward so does she ; taken internally,acting
directly upon the blood and
raucous
surfaces
of the system, thereby destroying
just as they recede, so shall she. the
foundation of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assistFor her sake, then, let us use all the ingnature in doing Its work. The proprietors have
so much faith in its curativepowers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that It fails to
energies of soul and body; let us cure.
Send for list of testimonials.
needed,
even,
if
Address, F. J, CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
make the sacrifices
lives
to
very
our
give
necessary,
JTSoM by Druggists, 75c.
of
intemperance,
the
tide
Hairs Family Pills are the best.
stem
terrible
world
the
before
the
and present
l,Ri;'f»t Foundry on Knrlll tr.nfctnc
Irish race as the most sober race on
God's earth, worthy of being chilPurest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.
dren of St. Patrick, worthy of hayMcSHANE BELL FOUNDRY, Baltlmore.MO.
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IIOrishf nterest.
HOW RUSSELL CORNERED PIGOTT.

THE SACKED HEART REVIEW
in the breathless silence. "That"
AmJouO
ngst urselves.
was a sheet of paper which Sir
BY
COaOUOTED AUK! BlIDI
Charles Russell held out. Pigott
This is the time of year when
gazing the while at Sir
took it
Charles in blank be-puzzlement. thousands of young girls are anxEverybody in court glanced at iously discussing the problem of
every other. "He has him," a bar- getting into some wage-earning ocrister whispered, turning round to cupation. They graduated from the
me. "Write down 'livelihood' grammar, or may be the high, school
'likelihood,' your own name, ' pros- last June; they have had a long
elytism,' ' Patrick Egan and his rest from school tasks, and now they
initials,' and ' hesitancy,' " which want to go to work. In most cases
Pigott did, smiling the while, fool- it is necessary for them to do so.
ishly, and with a flushed face. It The pin-money workers are much
will be remembered that in one of the less numerous than we are apt to
forged letters Pigott had spelled the think. Besides, it has become the
last word "hesitency." It has often custom for girls to earn a living for
been said since, and by experienced a few years between graduation day
members of the bar, that SirCharles' and that other important day when
initial tactics were a mistake. Was they start a new household. Few
it not probable that Pigott, warned girls nowadays, even in very wellby the early discussions about the to-do families, live altogether at
forgeries, would have taken care to home and help mother with the
spell the word aright? Pigott might housekeeping while they are waithave done it. But he didn't. Sir ing for the right young man to come
Charles Russell had taken stock of along. And in some ways it seems
his man and considered the effect of to Aunt Bride an improvement over
a surprise. The subject suggests a the old custom. A girl who has
military analogy. By " the rules of been carefully brought up at home
war," Wellington, say the military before going outside to work, learns
critics, "ought" to have been beaten
and many valuable lessons by her conat Waterloo. But he wasn't
ad- tact with the business world. She
ordinary
on't.
An
there's an end
vocate would not have started with finds out something about the value
"Take that." Sir Charles Russell of money, and is not apt to spend it
was not an ordinary advocate ?he thoughtlessly when she has to earn
was an advocate of genius, and that
it herself. And she can sympathize
first shot of his was decisive. I can
with the wage-earners of her family
broad
as
round,
back,
Pigott's
see
he bends down (after screwing his when things go wrong, because she
eyeglass into its place) to scrawl the understands how such things occur.
word "hesitency," and when he By and by, when she marries, she
stands up again, a short, stoutish,
it a personal grievance
round-shouldered man, with a bald, will not feelhave
to be curtailed beif
expenses
white
whiskers
shiny head, bushy
and moustache, large irresolute cause of business pressure, as the
mouth, big, fleshy nose and smallish home body does sometimes. Her
eyes far apart. Many an amusing husband is apt to find her more comscene occurred in the cross-examin- panionable than the old style inexation which showed how Pigott had
perienced girl. Another important
tried to swindle both sides?Parnellites and anti-Parnellites. But the consideration is that, if she can supmost amusing of all were caused by port herself, she is not apt to marry
Pigott's admissions as to his persis- too young, or to marry for the sake
tent efforts to sell "information " to of a home or to better herself. She
Mr. Forster, to cajole and even bully
only because she is sure
Mr. Forster, and by his excuses for will marry
not emigrating to America with the she has found the right mate. And
help of the money which, he said, the chances are they will b« happy
kindly Mr. Forster had given him together all their lives. Anyway,
more than once for the purpose. the
custom seems to be thoroughly
Sir Charles Russell, quietly helping established, and it won't do any
himself to a contemplative pinch
now and again, Pigott making him- good to protest. Women, no doubt,
self more ludicrous every instant lose some of the oldfashioned genwith his story of excuses to Mr. tleness and timidity which were
Forster, and the three judgestrying exalted in the old-time novels, but
hard to preserve a severe composure
made an ineffaceable picture. The the gain in other ways more than
three judges were not equally suc- offsets whatever is lost.
These random remarks were sugcessful. Sir James Hannen compressed his lips. Sir Alexander gested by a bright little note which
Smith thrust his hands into his reached Aunt Bride's desk the other
pockets and stared hard at the ceil- day.
ing. Mr. Justice Day laughed outAunt Bride," it ran, " I am
right?reddened andlaughed at each
" Dearyears
to
sixteen
old, and I think it's
Pigott's
failure
fresh recital of
emigrate with poor Mr. Forster's high time I started to work. I
money. The only absolutely self- don't seem to want to do anything
possessed man there was Russella in particular ; and one of my friends
himself, now seemingly lost in
I should ask your adbrown study, now tapping his snuff- suggested that
now
do
idea,
you think would be
for
an
vice.
What
if
in
search
box as
taking a pinch and then darting a best for me to learn r"
searching look at his victim, with a
You see, this delightfully vague
brief, half-confidential question. The young person gives no clue to her
nature,
emotional side of Russell's
hu- special talents or preferences. At
his inborn tenderness, his deep
manity, revealed themselves in all best it is not easy to advise another
the on such a matter; and when you
their unconscious strengthininwhich
speech
historic
magnificent,
have no personal knowledge of the
he summed up his case, not merely other's circumstances, health, famIrefor the Parnellites, but for the
ily, and a host of other incidentals,
land of his birth.
?

Describing the memorable legal
battle of I'arnell against the Times,
Which began on Oct. 22, 1888,
and ended Nov. 22, 1889, the
London News says: Of all those
scenes the most stirring was, of
course, Russell'scross-examinationof
Pigott, which began on Feb. 21,
1889. During the whole of the preceding day and the first few hours
of the 21st Sir Charles Russell had
been making liiH last preparations
ior his onslaught. He had turned
Houston inside out, so to speak.
And he had been quietly taking
stock of Richard Pigott during the

forger's long-winded, plausible story
to Sir Kichard Webster. Who can
forget his treatment of the prim,
priggish, composed, bandboxical
Houston ? Composed, I mean, until Mr. Houston became demoralized
by the merriment caused by his own
admissions in answer to abrupt little
questions, delivered in a sort of confidential undertone, curiously at
variance with the sudden, searching
gaze that accompanied them. After
eleven years I can see Mr. Houston,
in the Hesh as it were, coming miserably to grief in that cross-examination about the
bag in which
Pigott and his alleged confederates
brought the Parnell letters to their
purchaser in the Hotel dcs Deux
Mondes, Avenue dc l'Opera, Paris.
I can hear the laughter in the
laughter
densely packed court
promptly suppressed by the usher?
while Mr. Houston told how he
waited "upstairs" while the bargaining for the letters was going on
"downstairs," and how he refrained
?

from going "downstairs," or seeing
who was there, or taking any part
whatever in the bargaining ?"because," said Mr. Houston, "I wished
to keep myself aloof; I wanted to keep
myself in ignorance of the source of
the letters." I can hear Sir Charles'
" aye " " aye " " aye," uttered
at intervals, quietly, encouragingly
as it were, while the smart Mr.
Houston was laying bare his own
extreme simplicity? or worse. Sir
Charles looked at the ceiling. Then
down again, in an absent-minded
sort of way. He unpockets his
snuffbox. He taps the lid. With
his right thumb he helps himself to
a pinch.
You didn't go down"
stairs?" he asks quite casually. "No."
The snuffy brown handkerchief half
way up to Sir Charles' nose stops.
The keen eyes look Mr. Houston
through and through. "No?" "No."
Laughter and furious rebuke in
the usher's eyes.
At half-past one on the following
day Sir Richard Webster's examination of Richard Pigott cams to an
en d. Almost before Sir Richard
sat him down Sir Charles was up.
The loud murmur of talk that broke
out after Pigott's "evidence came
"
t0 a dead stop. You could hear a
P' n fall as Russell and Pigott stood
lhere confronting
each other. "Take
that "?the words rang out sharply
?

?

?

?
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The welcome

At the door from a happy, healthy wife,
is something which the husband" looks
forward to all through the day's la!.or.
He may be tired, but his step lightens
and his face brightens as he quickens his
pace to receive the smiling welcome of
his wife. What a
difference in the
ssctAl
home-coming of
-Mj wjtJfi&jm
tile man whose
jtltraf/J^JtEjll
wife is nervous
and gloomy, haylng neither heart
>%
V\u2666
nor strength to be
I
glad. Many such
*. t»*
At
a husband has
worked a trans- fflM jKfeS
formation in his
home-life by
QI
learning of the
|l
cures performed
3V 1 j|"
jHSfc
by Dr. Pierces
Favorite Prescrip\\ H
turn.
It cures 11
Arl_ \
diseases of the
delicate organs, Dji
builds up the i(Qr
/
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nerves, induces
refreshing sleep,

and
transforms
the sickly woman
into the happy
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There is no alcohol in "Favorite Prescription" and it
is absolutely free from opium, cocaine,
and all other narcotics.
"My wife was sick for over eight years," writes
Albert H. Fulte, Esq., of Altamont, Grundy Co.
Trim "Sha had uterine disease and was treated
by two physicians, but got no relief. At last I
read in one of your Memorandum Books, about
Dr. Pierces medicines, and we decided to try his
Favorite Prescription.' I sent to the drug store
and got one bottle, and the first dose gave ease
and sleep. She had not slept any for three
nights.

'

Being sure that it would cure her I
sent for five more bottles, and when she had
taken the sixth bottle she was sound and wtU.
We now have a fine boy at our house."

" FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION "

MAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG
AND SICK WOnEN WELL.

it is quite impossible.

The wisest
course for Miss Sixteen-year-old
would be to consider carefully her
own preferences first. What would
she like to do? The next question
is, has she the right kind of an education for that work ? For instance,
she will waste energy thinking she
will be a teacher or a stenographer
unless she can get the necessary
special education required for these
occupations. About the only places
open to a girl who has had only
ordinary schooling are those

iii

and factories. Everything
else, from cooking to doctoring, requires special training.
As a rule, it seems to Aunt Bride
that girls and their parents pay too
little attention to this question of a
wage-earning occupation for th«
daughters. Oirls rarely choose their
occupations after mature deliberation. There is always some one
thing which a girl can do better
than anything else, and what she
does and how she does it leaves a
lasting impression on her character.
As a rule, girls drift into their work.
A brother, a friend of the family or
another girl hears of a vacancy, and
the girl finds herself at work at
something to which she has never
given a moment's thought. And the
chances are she thinks little more of
it, while she is working at it. That
is one of the reasons why women are
so wretchedly paid. They do
not
give enough attention to their work
Now that's a great mistake, Aunt
Bride thinks. Whatever is worth
doing at all is worth doing with all
your might. Even if you are sure
you're going to step up higher and
be the mistress of a home of your
own in a little while, your future
life will be more useful and happier
because of the habit you have formed
of doing things well.
Aunt Bridk.
stores
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LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS TO THE
CUBAN ENTERTAINMENT FUND.
Subjoined are the lists of those who
subscribed to the work of entertaining
our late visitors, the Cuban teachers It
will be noted that there were two separate committees in charge, one looking
after the dances, entertainments, concerts, etc., given to the Cubans while
here, and known as the Entertainment
Committee, and the other maintaining the
Salas Catolicas "at Harvard University,
supplying wiiting materials, newspapers,
etc., and conducting excursions to the
Catholic institutions, and other places of
interest, in and around Boston. We append first the list of subscribers to the
Entertainment Committee's fund, as given
by Mr. J. 11. H. McNamee.the secretary :?
10
$200.00
Boston Catholic Union,
Cambridge Catholic Union,
200.00
Cambridge Catholic Union Reading
Circle,
100.00
50 00
Sacked Heart Review,
Rev. John Flatley,
50.00
St Alphonsus Young Men's Asso , 50 00
T. B. Fitzpatrick, Ntwton,
25 00
Edmund Reardon,
25.00
J. H. H. McNamee,
25 00
St. Francis de Sales' Society, Charles25.00
town,
Holy Name Society, St. Patrick's,
10.00
Roxbury,
Rev. It. Neagle,
10 00
10 00
Dr. J. E. Somers,
10.00
Dr. J. H. Cunningham,
5 00
Dr. T. E. Cunningham,
5 00
Joseph Noera,
5.00
M. Fitzpatrick,
5.00
Jeremiah Sullivan,
5.00
Dr. Win. Ruddlck, South Boston,
5 00
P. A. Ahern,
5.00
Joseph Dee,
M. J. Ahern,
5 oo
6.00
Henry Cunningham,
5.00
Eugene Lynch, Roxbury,
5.00
Mrs. Eugene Lynch,
5.00
John T. Scully,
5.00
Rev. James Walsh, Roxbury,
5.00
Rev. M. McManus, Brookline,
6 00
James C. Rooney,
5.00
M W.Qninlan,
5.00
Edward N. Manning,
2.00
John F. Fleming,
2.n0
Dr. J. B. Moran,
1.00
A Friend,

"

Total,

$880.00

Mr. M. H. Douglass, the secretary of
the other, or " Salas Catolicas," committee supplied us with the following :?
$100.00
Archbishop Williams,
Rev. J. J. Frawley, C. SS. R.,(for prayer
50.00
book),
St. Alphonsus Society, Mission
Church,
50.00
The Augustinian Fathers, Lawrence, 50.00
Miss Emma F. Carey,
50 00
25.00
Bishop Harkins, Providence,
Circle,
25 00
John Boyle O'Reilly Reading
Rev. Denis OCallaghan,D.D.,P.R., 25 00
Children of Mary, Sacred Heart,
25 00
J. I) M. Ford, (for prayer book),
25 00
M. II. Douglass,(for prayer book), 25.00
Miss Florence Lvman,
25.00
Married Ladies' Sodality, through
Rev. W. G. Read Mullan, S. J., 20.81
John F. Cronan,
15.00
15.oo
Sisters of Notre Dame, Waltham,
10.00
Miss Hilda Whiteside,
10.oo
M. J. Rlordan, Flagstaff, Ariz.,
DolaD,
Newton,
Rev. Michael
lo 00
in oo
Rev. Joseph H. Gallagher,
Friend,
10.00
A
D.,
5 00
Thomas Dwight, M.
5.00
Mrs. Thomas Dwight,
Walsh,
5.00
Sodality, throngh Rev. J. A.
Gloucester,
6.00
Rev. J. J Healy,
Richards,
5.00
Henry L.
Ruddick,
Dr. W. II.
5.00
Towle,
Dr.
6.00
Carroll,
Miss Cecilia
6 no
:5.(mi
Aiken,
Rev. C. F.
McGrath,
F.
2 On
Dr. Bernard
2.00
Mr. La Rochelle,
2.00
Miss Alice O'Gorman,
Francis Dore,
1.00
1.00
John F. Stoughton,
1.00
Augustine L. Rafter,
Through Rev. James N. Walsh,
100
Transferred from Entertainment
Committee,
275 00
Total,

$903.81

A Mattress Lesson.
There i9 a lot of valuable information
for our readers in the announcement in our
advertising column today entitled " Put
to Sleep.
It is inserted in the paper
at the re(]iiest|of the Paine Furniture Company. If any one wishes to know all
the ins and outs of the making of a mattress, it is given in the most concise form
in this announcement. Any one who has
occasion to purchase a mattress should read
this advertisement in order to lie thoroughly posted on mattresses.

A LITERARY EXPERIMENT.
Pennison was hard up. There was no
getting over that fact. He had realized it
in all its sternness for the last three days,
since his landlady, who was the first to
recognize it, had given him formal notice.
Three months previously he had proclaimed himself a free man by spurning
an pfllce stool and, with a meagre warchest saved from the wages of clerkly
degradation, started his revolt against
the despotism of Fact, under the banner
of Literature. But now facts, hungering for his downfall, were clutching him
in a remorseless grip.
Now for a whole fortnight he had
lived in London upon his eloquence, but
even his persuasive powers acting upon
Mrs. O'Grady's susceptible Irish heart
could not prevent a reduction of rations.
For that was the Inner meaning of her
announcement that Pennison should provide his own dinners in future. Thereupon he remembered having read in an
encyclopedia that two light meals a day
are amply sutticient for a man of sedentary occupation. Three was undoubtedly
sheer extravagance. So he converted
his usual dinner hour into a recreation
time and took walking exercise.
Mr. Pennison was a young man who
hated not his fellows, but he had little
sympathy with aims. He had cultivated
the aloofness of a man of thought who
is above the mere toilers. He had pitied
them delving for golden dross, poor slaves
of bread and butter. So, in his attempted
development, he had made the mistake of
considering the material side of life as
quite immaterial.
He had ideals, if not ideas. But these
ideals were so lofty that he had but
reached out towards them from afar, and
had never grasped them and the guerdon
of £. s. d. which attends upon the success of noble effort. In other words, he
used up so much nervous energy in the
contemplation of his ideals that he was
unable to translate them into print. They
were so bewilderingly numerous that they
got entangled in his brain, and, in fact,
became as great a nuisance as a warren
of antipodeanrabbits.
He had sent some of his dreams "on
the rounds," but the net result was the
waste of postage-stamps.
Pennison, like so many men of genius,
loved originality for its own sake. He
would not copy current styles, but
dreamed of founding a new school of
tlction which should leave theKailyard in
the background. He was convinced that
he could turn out the cheap and nasty
stutt which other novelists spun out at so
much per thousand words, but his fastidious soul revolted from the task. He
had indeed become an unconscious exponent of the Brahminlc doctrine of the
glory of the contemplative life.
As he smoked the last ciumbs of
tobacco, which he had obtained by turning out the linings of his pockets, the
bitter thought of his great ideal school
of fiction floated before his mind, and as
he mentally repeated the magic formula,
" A school of tlction," the idea took another shape with all the kaleidoscopic
rapidity of his great imagination. Why
not an academy of fiction ? How often
had not serio-comic magazine writers suggested a school for teaching the art of
telling stories? How many writers were
actually in print who knew not the rudiments of their professions? How many
were there, if properly instructed,who had
the capacity for making a livelihood by
the pen?
Pennison had found his life-work at
last. He need not turn out the wretched
stories that were mechanically written
and idly read. But there was no loss of
dignity in imparting to others the rudiments of a profession that might be made
respectable if his methods were adopted.
He would impart ideas. His pupils would
work them out and save him much drudgery, and the next generation would hail
him
the teacher? as the founder of the
new school of fiction.
?
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Few commercial enterprises, however
worthy, can be started without a little
So Pennison fumbled in his
capital.
pockets and ransacked every corner of
his diggings. The ore accumulated in
his delvings amounted to one shilling
seven and a half pence. He also had three
and a half pence in stamps.
The firm of Pennison was clearly limited,
but the subscribed capital was sufficient
for the issue of the preliminary prospectus an advertisement in the Literary
Dai!;/. The firm had some difficulty in
keeping the announcement within the
limits imposed by their financial condition, but at length it read thus " Author
of ability gives tuition in fiction. Easy
payments. X, 891, Literary Daily."
With the tlvepence remaining in hands
the firm had a grand inaugural banquet
of tripe and cowheel. Then the managing director returned to thehumble apartment which was to be his on sufferance
until the end of the week, and went to
bed to await developments.
When a man has made up his mind
that he will not have breakfast or luncheon, it is good for him to rest. So Pennison rested in bed until the evening of the
next day, trying to think out the details
of his project, but unfortunately consecutive thought is not always possible
upon an empty stomach. At dusk he
stole out to the newspaper ollice, and, to
his surprise, there were no less than sixteen answers to his advertisement. All
thereplies, he noted withsome misgivings,
were from ladies. However, he consoled
himself by a rapid calculation, which
showed him that with sixteen pupils at
a minimum rate Of £2 per month his income was now nearly £200 per annum,
with prospects besides.
He must explain matters to his landlady
at once. His first movewas to ask for
pen and ink. This gave him an opening
for a glowing explanation of his aims
and prospects, which he followed up by
an application for the the loan of sixteen
pence for postage. Pennison was impulsive, if not energetic, and he sat down
and dashed off sixteen copies of the following circular for his sixteen fair correspondents
Dear Madam,? I shall be pleased to
have the honor of an interview with you
tomorrow at 11 o'clock a. at, at my chambers, 144 Little Went street.
obedient servant,
" I am, Madam, yourPktkk
Pennison."
he realized
morning
At 10 o'clock next
that it was rather awkward that he had
not fixed a separate time for each reception. He had been calculating how he
should dispose of his first year's earnings.
He would have to get a book-case, a
modern writing-desk, a typewriter, and
perhaps a blackboard. For the present,
however, he was content to prevail upon
Mrs. O'Grady to let him have the accommodation of her drawing-room with the
provision of seven extra nondescript
chairs.
He walked up and down his room rereading the sixteen replies to his advertisement solemnly as a lawyer reads a
brief. His lirst idea was that he had
better go out of town at once; his second
that his first was utterly impossible. He
must stand and face them like a man and
a professor of literature.
He derived some courage from a small
boy's shrill whistling underneathhis window. Yes, he could, no doubt, set them
all to work simultaneously in a class. It
is one of human nature's inconsistencies
that in the most serious moments flashes
of unbidden humor will arise. But Pennison did not rt fleet upon this great truth,
for he had grown up away from the
humanizing influences of femalerelatives,
and so had absolutely no sense of the
ridiculous. He took himself and his
work very seriously at all times.
There was a hope still. Women, he
knew from the books, were unpunctual,
so that they might not all come together.
But, again, literatnre told him they were
talkative. From his own blender experience since he had got in arrears with his

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900
The Judges at the Paris Exposition have
awarded a

GOLD MEDAL
to

Walter Baker & Co. w

the largest manufacturers of cocoa and
chocolate in the world. This is the* third
award from a Paris Exposition.
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rent he was able to corroborate the results
of psychological research by independent
investigation. It was not improbable
that valuable time would be lost if he
could not succeed in keeping his pupils
well in hand.
At ten minutes to eleven he was awakened to the stern realities of his position
by a loud knocking at the door. Yes,
they were undoubtedly unpunctual. He
heard his landlady usher one or more
persons into the drawing-room.
"They are before their time," said
Pennison to himself. " Let them cool
their heels! "
By, 11.20 a. m. fifteen other consecutive knockings had roused the echoes of
the dingy street and almost shattered
Pennlsou's nerves, but he had not yet
gone below."
He was growinghysterical, and hummed
a bar of the " Marseillaise " to keep his
courage up. He felt himself old in philosophy, but he was not indeed old in years,
and now he felt himself very young as
he opened the door of the little sittingroom and cast a nervous glance around
what appeared to be a tossing sea of
bonnets and petticoats. He had heard of
a "mother's meeting" and had a dim conception that he had somehow blundered
into such a function. He felt like a parliamentary candidate about to make his
maiden election speech.
He had never been a ladies' man, and
had never felt his deficiencies in this respect so keenly before, as the crowd of
ladies rose with a rustling of skirts and
nodding of plumes, and, to the accompaniment of sundry little coughings and murmurings, said ?just like an operatic
choris, Pennison thought?"Oh, Mr.
Pennison! " or words to that effect.
( Conclusion next week).

"

Highest Award at Paris Exposition.
Borden's Condensed Milk Co. has been
awarded the Grand Prix d'Honneur at the
Paris Exposition for the superior quality
of its Eagle Brand Condensed Milk and
Peerless Brand Evaporated Cream. This
is the highest award given at the. Exposition.
This Company was established in 1857 and
are the largest manufacturers of milk products in the world. Gail Borden originated
the process for condensing luilk.and in that
year the great industry was started. Borden's brands are used throughout the world
by consumers generally, and are deemed
an indispensable supply for armies and
navies, a superior food for infants and a
great milk product for general use.

C. J. DOYLE,
STEEPLE CLIMBER
and

PAINTER,
CROSSES AND YANKS
KK<;il,I>KI>.

Chinvlit's Fainted,
SteepteH Repaired and
Painted without expense of Htagine.

References :

1in maculate Conception
Church, N. East mi, Mush.
St. Joseph's Church,
Wakefield, Mass.
Ami churches througaoat
the country.

Address: 8 Mather St,, Dorchester, Mass.
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The ousewife.
H
PRACTICAL FASHIONS.
BMAYRIONM
A. ACBRIDE.

The bright autumn days call for
a slight change of outer clothing,
and the fine French flannels meet
this demand in a very practical and
delightful manner, as the fine texture of these goods, the bright, soft
colorings and warmth of the fabric,
combine well with any summer costume, adding a giace and freshness
very acceptable at this season.
The French flannel waists come
in all colors and shades, and can be

used in place of thin wash material
or silk. The Eton, or a more elaborate jacket, is also made of this
material, and worn over waists of
wash material or silk. A charming
model comes in the tan shades, with
border of silk a shade darker. The
tan shades are particularly prominent
and popular, because they prove so
generally becoming, combining effectively with the black skirt, or a
skirt of color.
The red flannel is very pretty
when trimmed with black velvet,
and will be worn with the white
suits which have' been so popular
*11 summer.
Green, blue and violet are also
shown, while black velvet bows and
ribbon are stylish on all these
shades For new bows of ribbon or
velvet, one need not go in town, but
order the ribbon by mail, asking to
have it bowed, telling what the bow
is for, and the artist" who reigns
over the ribbon counter will send
you the latest design for that particular purpose.
That pretty bow will not cost any
more than a few yaids of plain ribtan, and a few bows of fresh ribbon
add greatly to the grace and beauty
of any costume, and when they are
so easily secured it is not worth
while to allow a gown to look commonplace, when it can be made so
very attractive by the addition of a
little ribbon, which comes in both
plain and fanciful designs, in solid
color and in soft blended tones of
color, like a bit of sunset sky.
There are so many bright combinations and violent contrasts of

"

color in the popular

costume

of the

hour, that a suit of cloth and silk in
one shade comes as a positive relief.
A graceful model is in brown, the
skirt of silk, made with the full

back, a jacket of ladies cloth, in

color matching the skirt. This is
Worn with a vest of pale yellow or
white. Another confection is in
gray, the skirt of cloth, with jacket
of corded silk, and a vest of white
silk or a soft shade of blue, or old
rose.
Lattice effects are used in garniture of house dresses in particular,
and the work is comparatively simple if baby ribbon of velvet is used
for the lattice, which can be carried up the left side of the skirt in
panel shape, or about the bottom of
the skirt. One of the best methods
°f fastening is to catch the places
where the velvet crosses with a
strong embroidery silk matching the
velvet, or if the surface is not very
much exposed, use white silk in a
fancy knot at each point which calls
f°r a firm thread.
For Nervous Women

Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

Dr. J. B. Alexander, Charlotte,
N. C, t-ays
is pleasant to the
" It among
taste, and ranks
the best of
Ue ye tonics for nervous females."
'
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HINTS FOR MOTHERS.
WHOorraa couch.

Whooping cough is a comparatively modern disease. The first
record of it is in 1578, after which
it seemingly disappeared. In the
eighteenth century the epidemics
became more frequent, and since

that time it has been on the increase.
Now it is one of the commonest diseases of childhood, and few are
those who reach adult life without
having had an attack. OccasionaHy there are severe epidemics, but
in the large cities there is probably
never a time when there are not
some cases. Whooping cough is a
disease of civilization. Ordinarily
one attack precludes another. It is
supposed to be due to a micro-organism. The contagion isvery active,
and passes through the air, or is
taken by contact of clothing or the
secretions. It takes seven to fourteen days to develop ; if it has not
appeared in sixteen days after exposure, it is probable that the child
has escaped the contagion. Whooping cough is a disease to be avoided
as much as possible. There is not
a time when one should be willing
to have a child take it, and the only
possibility of preventing the attack
or effectively preventing the access
of contagion is by sending the child
or children who have not been exposed out of the range of the contagion, and this should certainly be
done with delicate children. Children with inflamed mucous membrances of the nose and throat are
much more likely to take the disease.
Here again it will be seen how necessary it is to keep these membranes
in a healthy condition. Whooping
cough is far more serious in the
early life than at any other time.
It is estimated that one-fourth of
the infants attacked with this disease in the first year of life perish.
Five per cent, of those attacked from
one to five years succumb to it, and
only one per cent, of those over five
years. Where a number of children
have it together the attacks are more
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For nearly half a century the standard, reliable, perfect
laundry soap. No other soap so economical at any price. Sells
and satisfies by merit only. Your full moneys worth of soap.
No need of premiums and catch-penny schemes which the soapbuyer pays for. No premium is free ?the soap-buyer pays twice
its cost; and, oh, how cheap and worthless is premium stuff anyway. When you want soap, get your moneys worth of soap,
and when you want knick-knacks and jewelry, buy them?you'll
save money, ?work, ?and clothes.
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He then begins to cough rapidly,
one cough succeeding another so
rapidly that he can not get his
breath ; these shorter coughs are in-

terspersed with the " whoops"
which are occasioned by the drawing of the breath through the vocal
chords which are contracted. The
paroxysms, which vary greatly in
severity, terminate with the raising
of sticky mucus. The child is more
or less exhausted after the coughing
fit; his eyes are suffused with tears,
and often become bloodshot; he
may vomit, especially if the coughing-spell occurs soon after eating.
His nose may bleed. The ears may
be injured, and in very severe cases
convulsions may take place. The
inflammatory conditions may extend
from the throat and largerbronchial
tubes down to the finer and the aircells themselves,resulting in bronchopneumonia. In severe cases the
spasmodic stage hangs on, lasting a
severe.
month or more. It is followed by
HIE COUKSK OF WHOOPING COUGH. the stage of decline. The cough
Whooping cough has three stages. continues, but without the spasms.
The first, which is called the catar- The habit of coughing is often acrhal stage, usually lasts about ten quired, and some children continue
days. There is a persistent inflam- to do so even after they have recovmation of all the air passages down ered. Some have a nervous cough
to the bronchial tubes. It is often which it is difficult to distinguish
difficult to tell whether the attack is from whooping cough. The uvula
the little fleshy portion of the
a simple bronchitis or whether it is
whooping cough. Sometimes this palate seen at the back of the mouth
preliminary stage is very much hanging over the tongue someshorter, and the child after a day or times becomesrelaxed and elongated
two enters upon the secondary stage, and resting on the tongue occasions
which is called the spasmodic stage the cough. Trouble with the ears,
because of the convulsive character the teeth, the stomach or valvular
of the cough. The child has in very disease of the heart will also give
mild cases only two of these spasms rise to a cough of similar character
a day ; but they may vary from six to the violent, paroxysmal type of
of deto fifty. The child feels that he has whooping cough. The stage
the
disease.
The
if
old
terminates
and,
encounter,
cline
something to
immediately
gradually
lessen.
It
he
symptoms
enough to be about,
in
length,
greatly
which
sometimes
something
varies
runs to a chair or
for a long time. The
will offer him support, or take persisting
of the whole disease
length
average
nurse.
or
refuge with his mother
?
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is usually six weeks. This is given
as the length of quarantine. The
trouble is contagious as long as the
cough continues with the distinctive
whoop.
TRKATMENT OF WHOOPING COUGH.

This, of course, dependi upon the
severity of the case, for the mild
cases demand little or no medication beyond fresh air. If the child
has no fever he is better out of
doors. The paroxysms are notably
fewer, and those which do occur are
of less severe character.

It is bet-

have the child changed to
fresh rooms, leaving those to air in
which he has been The type is
much more severe where the child
is confined to one place, as the
poison seems to accumulate. The
child should rest as muoh as possible,

ter to

and if the case is at all serious rest
in bed is much the best. The air
should be kept of an equable temperature, and the use of steam, medicated or otherwise, has been found
to give relief. The swabs for the
throat are not so good as sprays.
One per cent, of resorcin or carbolic
acid can be used for the sprays.
Tincture of belladonna,or some other
preparation of the drug, can be used
to prevent the attacks and to lessen
them when they do occur. All
authorities unite in the praise of
belladonna for use in whooping
cough. The dose is five drops of
the tincture every four hours for a
baby six months old, and it should
be increased for older children up
to ten drops. If the child's throat
becomes dry, or the pupils of the
eyes grow large, it will show that
he has taken too large a dose, and it
should be stopped for a while and
then resumed in smaller amounts.
It is well to have the advice of the
doctor in this respect. Quinine is
often good, but it has a tendency to
upset the stomach. The child should
not be vexed or irritated, since when
its temper is ruffled, it is likely to
have a paroxysm, and if a paroxysm
occurs it is more liable to be of a
severer type. The Delineator.
?
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WARSHIP'S BOATS.
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September 8, 1900
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One of the most important and interesting of the shops at the Uharlestown
Navy Yard is that in which the ships'
boats are built. The boats built here
are of the types most in use in the navy,
and are divided among six classes.
Twenty-foot cutters and whaleboats,
twenty-six, twenty-eight and thirty-foot
cutters, twenty-eight-foot whaleboats,
thirty and thirty-three-foot steam-cutters. The standard types of boats in
use in the United States Navy are:
steam-cutters, balsas, launches,'.barges,
gig whaleboats, cutters and dinghies.
The number and types of boats on
each ship varies according to the use to
which they are to be put. For instance,
a battleship requires a vastly different
set of boats from a torpedo boat. The
former's boats must have a capacity
sufficient to accommodateall her officers
and crew either for a landing party or to
allow them to reach shore safely in case
their ship has to be abandoned at sea
the torpedo boat's outfit will probably
be used very little except for transporting her crew. In a word, the largest
ships must have enough boats to carry
from five to six hundred men, while the
smallest class need only enough to take
oare of thirty or forty.
The ordinary person when he reads
where some ship has lost a steam cutter

;

or has had a boat or two shot away,
thinks ofit as merely an incidentwhereby
the government loses a few dollars.
When he learns that these cutters cost
about $0,000 each and occupy a year in
building his views change.
The engines of the cutters are very
powerful and can drive them through
the water at the rate of from ten to fourteen knots an hour under favorable conditions. They have a sail area of 372
square feet, but this is hardly ever taken
advantage of except in an emergency.
A forty-foot steam-cutter weighs over
10,000 pounds, and has a bunker capacity
for 1,600 pounds of coal. These cutters
represent the maximum of cost, weight
and speed in small boats. It takesabout
200 days to complete one. Theminimum
of cost is represented by the ten-foot
punt, which weighs 369 pounds, can be
built in ten days, and costs less than
seventy dollars, forty-five of which is
for labor. Between these two extremes
come the other classes, twenty-nine
is all.
Down to the twenty-four-foot cutters
all are fitted with an ordnance circle.
This circle is to hold in place a small
machine gun in rases of emergency, and
weighs thirty pounds. Theother outfits
furnished to this class of boats are;
Equipment, 780; water supply, 1,525,
ceal 1,600, or a total of 3,905 pounds.
The punt carries no outfit, and is used
principally for cleaning ship. Punts
are of no use in making a landing or in
abandoning a ship at sea. Of course, no
one likes to think of such an emergency,

but every precaution must be taken.
"Balsa" and "dinghy" are two
queer names. A balsa is nothing but
an improved life raft fitted with oars
and Bails. It is an invention of Admiral
Ammen, who has more recently come
into prominence as the designer of the
Ammen ram " Katahdin." Although
the balsas have proved more successful
than the ram, they are not being built
for the navy at the present time. The
balsa consists of two large cylinders
which serve tobuoy up a platform. The
dinghies are nearest to an ordinary rowboat of anything in the navy. They are
usually finished in hard woods, polished
mahogany being frequently used. That
they are much more elaborate than the
row-boat is evidenced by the fact that
the twenty-foot type, for instance, costs
nearly $500. Transcript.
?

REVIEW.

A Western paper prints the following
singular card of thanks : " Mr. and Mrs.
Heays hereby wish to express their
thanks to the friends and neighbors who
so kindly assisted at the burning of their
house last Monday evening."

EAGLE atti BRAND

AO YEARS
m.
Sendfor
An English tourist who had left a
IB
waterproof on a train went back to look
for it. On asking the occupants of a
Borden's Condensed Miuk Go .-New York
b.
third-class compartment whether they
had seen anything of a " mackintosh,"
"In the book my assistant put the
HIS LITTLE JOKE.
" Na, na," one of them replied, " we're initial
of the first name and wrote the
a' Macphersonshere."
A gentleman, walking along the streets
surname in full. It happened both had
He.? I know your family does not the same last name the young man's of London on a recent muddy day, sudlike me, but? will you be my wife?
name was John Hand the young denly stopped, and began turning over
She.? Well, I should say not!
woman's Julia H
When the por- the mud with the point of his umbrella.
He- Whew ! That's rather a
traits were posted there was a mistake, He had not been occupied thus for
She.?l repeat I should say not, but the young man getting the young many minutes before a street arab came
as a girl in love doesn't generally do as woman's pictures, and vice versa.
along, who, after watching the operashe should, I'll say Yes! "
of
this
Now,
out
incident quite a tions for a short time, broke out with,
"
love affair has grown, the young people " I say, boss, what are you lookin' for? "
" Bulls," as welhavebefore remarked, having fallen in love with one another The gentleman looked up and quietly
are not confined to Ireland. At a meet- at sight of the pictures. They
corres- remarked, " I'm looking for a sovereign,
ing of Stirling parish council, the other ponded
for several months. Some time my boy."
night, the following extract was read ago
"You are, eh? Then I'm with you,
the young man bought a solitaire
from the minutes :
diamond ring, and now he has ordered boss "; and the urchin fell to scraping in
"It was reported that the nutritious his wedding
suit. That is what I call a the mud with his fingers for all he was
diet allowed was not benefiting this paworth. Soon a second boy came along,
first-class romance."
tient, as it was not given to him."
asked the same question, received the
" Now, then, ladies and gents," same answer, and fell to in the same
said
Now,"
the bridegroom to the shouted the red-faced English show"
manner. Then a third, a fourth and a
bride when they returned from their man, " walk hup, an' see the most wonfifth appeared, and so on, until quite a
honeymoon trip, "let us have a clear derful baby on earth! The charge of
large crowd joined in the search, and
understanding before we settle down to admission is only one penny! Walk
kept at it with amazing perseverance.
married life. Are you the president or hup! Walk hup!"
At last, when every available scrap of
vice-president of this society?"
A good many people responded to the mud within a radius of at least five
I want bo be neither president nor invitation, and, when the booth was yards had been turned
over two or three
vice-president," she answered " 1 will full, the showman brought forward a
times, the crowd began to grow restless,
be content with a subordinate position." veryordinary baby indeed in all respects.
and the first boy turned to the gentle"What's that?"
"What is there wonderful about it?
man and asked :?|
"Treasurer."
asked one of the disgusted audience of
I say, boss, where did you lose that
the showman. "I've seen thousands of
Some people want something for nothsovereign ? "
ing, an exchange that is by no means babies like it."
" My boy," remarked the gentleman,
" Well," said the showman, getting calmly,
equitable. The following story is told
as he walked away, " I have not
near an aperture in the booth, "all I
lost any sovereign. I never said I had.
of a recent advertiser, whose like is to
kin say is that its mother ses it's the I was merely looking
be encountered frequently.
for one."
The announcement ran " A lady, in most wonderful baby on earth, an' if
she don't know, who do? Yer'll have
delicate health, wishes to meet with a to take
the lady's word for it!" he
companion.
useful
She must be domesas
yelled,
he dodged an empty bottle
ticated, musical, early riser, amiable, of
16,600 FRANCS AT PARIS ? I
good appearance, and have some ex- and disappeared from view.
perience of nursing. Total abstainer
" After I had watched a colored man
preferred. Comfortable home. No salfishing in a South Carolina brickyard
ary."
pond for forty minutes without pulling
Shortly afterwards this estimable giveup his hook," said the traveler, I asked
"When overworked, the nerves become un- I
"
me-every-thing-for-nothing lady received
strung, and a weakened condition of the body
him if he thought there were any fish \\uu25a0
then the energies are relaxed and
25a0 lithe result;
parcel
bearing
inscription,
a
the familiar
\u25a0 attacks of Cold, La Grippe, Stomach Troubles, I
there to be caught."
\u25a0 Typhoid and Malarial Fevers follow.
gives strength to the nerves I
" This side up with care." It contained " ' No, sah, I reckon not,' he replied. \u25a0 andQulna-Laroche
mußcles, aids digestion,purifiesantU'nriclies \u25a0
a meek-looking tabby cat.
blood,
\
u
25a0
the
and
builds
up the entire system.
" ' But you seem to be fishing.'
Paris; 22RueDrouot.
I *
Yes,
sah.'
"
New York iE. Fougcra L Co., 30 N, W.1.i..m St. ]
A young preacher once started out
' But perhaps you are not fishing
from New Albany, Indiana, full of am- for"fish.'
bition and enthusiasm. He told his
" ' No, sah.'
friends he was going on a mission
a
" I waited ten minutes for him to exgreat one?others had failed, but he
plain, but as he did not I finally asked
would not. It was to reform the world.
him what particular object he had in
He returned in aboutfive years, and this
view.
was what he said :?
" Dc objick, sah,' he repeated with"I thought I could reform the world.
taking his eyes off the pond or movout
After a while I reduced my sphere to ing
pole, 'dc objick of my
the
Asia. Then 1 concluded the United fish whar dere hain't any is fishin' fur
to let dc ole
States would suit me best. When I did
see dat I hain't got no time to
not succeed in making as many converts woman dc hoe and
work in dc truck
pick up
as I thought I should, I decided upon
patch
!'
"
concentrating my work in Indiana.
About a month ago I returned to New
Albany, and, after observing the effect
RnQTIIKI
DUO
lUN UUEENSTOWN
of my last sermon, I came to the conLIVERPOOL
Fast Mail and Passenger Service
clusion that I will be mighty lucky if I
by the Twin-Screw S. S.
save my own soul."
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DOMINION LINE.

A photographer tells the following
romantic story :
" About a year ago a young man employed in a railroad office came in and
had his portrait taken. About the same
time a beautiful young woman from a
country town came in and had hers
taken also. Both left the order, desiring
me to send the photographs to their ad-
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Montreal, Quebec, Liverpool Servioe.

Vancouver, Aug. 11.
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